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ABSTRACT

The paper studies the "megainflationary" experiences of several
the 1980s and 1990s. Such experiences have been characterized
succession of short-lived extreme inflation rates (100-400% a
protracted periods of much lower, although still quite high
standards, inflation rates (5-30% a month).

The paper links formally this "roller coaster" pattern of the inflation rates to
particular institutional arrangements. This is accomplished with a game theoretic
model in which several units compete for seigniorage under conditions of imperfect
monitoring. In the interpretation of the model the "megainflationary" periods play
the same role as the price wars in the models of oligopolistic competition under
imperfect monitoring developed in the industrial organization literature. That is,
the "megainflations" occur with positive probability as part of a self-enforcing
mechanism that restrains the greedy behavior of the units competing for seigniorage,
and makes it possible to support relatively protracted periods of much more moderate
(although still quite high by international standards) inflation rates than would be
possible otherwise.

The empirical relevance of the hypothesis was explored with the
calibration exercise that delivered satisfactory results in terms of the
the model to mimic chronic inflation rates and megainflationary rates
ranges actually observed in "megainflationary" economies.

Interesting enough, the simulations show that the model can reconcile the
"conventional wisdom" explanation that high inflation episodes are simply the result
of high real fiscal deficits with "Laffer curve" interpretations inspired by
evidence indicating that real seigniorage does not increase (and even declines) when
the inflation rate reaches its peak. The model is consistent as well with some other
evidence, such as cross-country studies suggesting a positive correlation between
the average level of inflation and its variability, or such as that often used to
favor "crises of confidence" interpretations of the extreme inflation episodes, even
if in the model only "fundamentals" are involved. The model also offers insights
into the nature of the "lack of credibility" that has haunted several stabilization
plans implemented in megainflationary economies in the past, and into the reasons
for their ultimate failure, despite a promising start.



"A very sltght cause which escapes our notice
determines a considerable effect which we
cannot faU to see, and then we say that this
effect is due to chance"

-Poincare.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 1980s and 1990s have witnessed one of the most amazing sequences of extreme

inflation episodes since the 1920s. Peru has the dubious honor of exhibiting the

record monthly inflation for that decade: 396% in August of 1990. Close runners-up

were Argentina, with 197% in July of 1989, and Bolivia, with 182% in February of

1985. Brazil, with 81.3% in March of 1990, was another contender in this race.

Yugoslavia and Poland have also experienced inflation rates above 50% a month in

the 1990s. Zaire had an inflation rate of 250% in October of 1993.

As striking as the intensity of these inflationary explosions is their recurrent

pattern. For example, the record monthiy inflation rates reported above were

succeeded by a rate of 95.5% in March of 1990 for the case of Argentina and

preceded by an inflation rate of 114% in September of 1988 and October of 1991 for

the cases of Peru and Zaire, respectively (see Figures 1 and 2). In what follows

we will refer to these extreme inflation episodes as "megainflations.1I1

There is yet another important regularity: most of these megainflations took

place in economies suffering "chronic inflations,'t that is, in economies that

experienced long periods during which the inflation rates fluctuated around

monthly rates of 5% - 30% which, even if quite high by international standards,

were still much lower than those prevailing during the megainflationary episodes.

Up to now. however, "chronic inflations" and recurrent megainflations have been

regarded by most researchers as completely different phenomena, caused by

inherently different factors or policy regimes and, therefore, economically and

theoretically unrelated to one another. Z Not surprisingly, this has resulted in

'This term has been used by several authors (see Cardoso (1991)), to
differentiate the extreme inflations considered in this paper from the
"hyperinflations" that took place between the two World Wars, which Dornbusch,
Sturzenegger, and Wolf (1990) and Kiguel and Liviatan (1992a) argue were different
phenomena. The model of this paper might help to verify that conjecture.

zOn the one hand, the megainflations have often been interpreted in the light of
Sargent and Wallace (1987) --SW hereafter-- rational expectations model of the
interwar hyperinflations (see Dornbusch et at., (1990), and Azariadis (1993, p.
454)). On the other hand, the stubborn, in some views self-sustained inertia of
the 'lchronic inflation" periods has been explained by nadaptive expectations"
models (see Dornbusch et ai., (1990), Bruno (1990) and, for a summary of those
views, Sargent (1982)).
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two largely divorced bodies of research, founded many times on behavioral

assumptions that are difficult to reconcile. 3

At the same time, the unusual historical string of recurrent megainflations

hitting economies that, up to then, had been characterized only by pathological

"chronic inflations" strongly hints at the existence of an intimate, yet uncovered

link between "chronic inflations" and "megainflations. II The main contribution of

this paper is to propose an alternative, novel interpretation of "chronic

inflations" and "megainflations" that formally unravels that link.

That is, we provide a model in which the megainflations and their alternation

with "chronic inflation" periods are explained with the same rationale and

microfoundations. This is accomplished with a game-theoretic dynamic model in

which several policymakers with conflicting objectives "compete" for seigniorage

in conditions of imperfect monitoring. The parallel of this environment with that

of the imperfect information repeated games developed in the industrial

organization literature (such as those by Porter (1983), Green and Porter (1984)

[GP hereafter], and Abreu, Pearce, and Stachetti (1986, 1990) [APS hereafter])

immediately suggests the main conjecture explored in this paper: that the

megainflations play the same role as the "price wars" in those models. We will

argue in the paper that this interpretation makes it possible to explain several

puzzles and regularities often mentioned in the high inflation literature:

First, our model explains why megainflations occur, even if it is perfectly

known that all agents' welfare will decrease during those episodes and,

simultaneously, why the inflation rates during the "chronic inflation" periods,

even if more subdued, may still remain "stuck" at inefficiently high levels.

Second, due to our proposed link between "chronic-inflations-cum-

megainflations" processes and certain informational and institutional features of

the environment, the model explains why these phenomena are present in some

economies and not in others, even if the presence of multiple policymakers with

conflicting objectives is eventually a problem common to all economies. 4

Third, the model rationalizes the long-standing claim that revenues from the

3Cagan (1956) himself was inadvertently caught in this dilemma between mutually
inconsistent behavioral assumptions. Although his model and arguments were built
on the assumption of "adaptive expectations," he had to appeal to "forward
looking" expectations of currency reform (page 55) when trying to explain why his
econometric estimations could not account for the recovery of real money balances
in the last months of the hyperinflations that he studied.

4That is, in contrast with Heymann, Navajas, and Warnes (1991), Aizenman (1992)
and Mondino, Sturzenegger, and Tommasi (1992), the presence of several
policymakers with conflicting objectives is not sufficient for our results.
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inflationary tax have declined at extreme inflation rates, even if our

a IILaffer curve" for(in steady state)specification does not produce
.. 5

seigmorage.

Fourth, the model is consistent with cross-country studies (Logue and Willett

(1976), Foster (1978), and Blejer (1979)) that report a positive correlation

between the average level of inflation and its variability.

Fifth, the model explains why the evidence might suggest "crisis of confidence"

(or "sunspots") interpretations of extreme inflation episodes, even if only

"fundamentals" are involved.

Sixth, the model can explain the root of the "lack of credibility" that has

haunted, after a promising start, several stabilization plans implemented in the

past in "chronic-inflation-cum-megainflation" economies.

To our knowledge, the model presented in this paper is the first general

equilibrium rational expectations model to accommodate simultaneously and within

the same theoretical framework all of the puzzles and regularities mentioned above

even if optimal (conditional on the structure of information) strategies are

allowed.
6

There is also an important difference between the methodological approach of

this paper and that of previous related studies. In this paper, the policymakers'

payoffs are not defined "ad-hoc," as has been the common practice in previous

studies of inflation with a game-theoretic approach, but are derived explicitly

from the optimization problem faced by the typical constituent represented by each

policymaker. Because with this approach real money balances (a state variable)

appear explicitly in the policymakers' payoff functions, the merely repeated game

of GP is transformed into a truly dynamic one, a departure that raised technical

issues in the formulation and solution of the model that were absent in GP and

that are of some independent interest, as is our particular implementation of the

dynamic programming approach developed by APS. It is important to emphasize that

5Such a curve has played a critical role in alternative interpretations of high
inflation experiences, such as those inspired by SW (see footnote 22.)

6Mondino et at. (1992) obtain cyclical fluctuations of inflation, but their
results disappear when trigger strategies are allowed. In addition, inflation in
their model is "too cyclical:" it is always failing or rising and it never settles
into the long spells of "chronic inflation" that it is one of our goals to
explain. A similar problem affects Marcet and Sargent (1989), who introduce
learning in a non-rational expectations version of SW. Much more successful is a
modification of Marcet-Sargent by Marcet and Nicolini (1995). Their model,
however, is still within the non-rationai expectations paradigm and relies on the
presence of a Laffer curve and on the exogenous imposition of unanticipated
anti-inflation programs, none of which are necessary for our results.
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we followed our methodology not for the sake of technical virtuosity, but because

such methodology imposes more discipiine on the theory and its predictions than

the standard approach, a feature that enhances the scope for empirical

refutability of the model. 7 In fact, because of this approach, we were able to

take some modest steps towards an empirical assessment of the model. Our numerical

experiments will suggest that the model can potentially repiicate the predicted

"roller coaster" pattern of the inflation rates within the ranges actually

observed in some historical experiences. This should be regarded as an important

feature of our approach because it is difficult to deliver inflation rates of the

intensity observed in the data as an efficient outcome in models constructed

following more conventional paradigms"

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly summarizes some

empirical regularities of "megainflationary" economies. Section 3 formally lays

out the model. Section 4 solves the model for different equilibrium concepts and

presents a heuristic interpretation of t1 chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations't in

light of a particular class of equilibria of the model. Section 5 explores the

main quaiitative and quantitative properties of the equiiibria of the model with

the aid of a calibration exercise. Section 6 concludes.

2. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

2.1 - Empirical Evidence: The Time Series

The most important regularities observed in the behavior of time series in

economies that have been subject to "megainflations" are:

7
As Baxter (1988) has pointed out: ... if the objective function the

policymaker is maximizing is that of society or a representative agent, then one
is not free to specify behavioral equations for private agents, such as an
expenditure function, separately from the policymaker's dynamic maximization
problem...(otherwise) there exists the suspicion that, given an arbitrary
empirical observation, there exists a set of policymakers' objective functions and
a game that witt "rationalize" this observation... (in which case the claim) that
you can get anything you want from these models seems warranted."

8In fact, economists, social scientists, and politicians have been befuddled by
the inability to explain megainflations within the paradigm of a benevolent and
monolithic policymaker maximizing some welfare function. "Populist" government
explanations contending that such intense inflation rates resulted from subsidies
attempting to capture electoral votes must confront the fact that extreme
inflation episodes seem to have been very unpopular, since almost all of them have
ended up with the incumbents being ousted from office (either by popular vote or
by less democratic methods). Given the widespread practice of indexation in these
economies, it is doubtful that such extreme inflation rates succeeded in reducing
the real value of government debt. Finally, the megainflations have been
associated invariably with dramatic falls in output, so it would be difficult to
explain them within the "inflation-unemployment" trade-off tradition (and thus, by
imperfect information models such as that by Canzoneri, 1985. See subsection 5.2)
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i) The already reported pattern of short-lived and intense inflationary

explosions (50% a month and above) amid relatively longer periods of lower but

still high by international standards inflation rates fluctuating around 5%-30% a

month (see Figures I and 2).

ii) The normalized, unconditional variance (coefficient of variation) of

the inflation rates is much higher than the international average (e.g., the

coefficient of variation for Argentina is four times higher than that for the

United States), suggesting that the inflationary processes under study are

qualitatively different from a mere "blown-up" version of those in low inflation

countries.

iii) Megainflations are usually followed by a "restoration of confidence"

period along which real money balances recover at the pace of progressively lower

inflation expectations. However, this process stalls once inflation reaches its

historical "chronic" level, as if economic agents had suddenly become skeptical

about the possibility of further permanent reductions of the inflation rate. The

nature and sources of this sudden "lack of credibility" in stabilization programs

that inspired considerable confidence in the early stages of their implementation

remain largely unknown, despite the research effort on this important economic

policy subject.
9

iv) The marginal revenues from the inflationary tax seem to have been

negative during the megainflationary outbursts. Usually, this has been interpreted

as indicating the presence of a "Laffer curve" for seigniorage. 10

v) Granger causality tests have found a doubie causality pattern, with

inflation Granger causing money and money Granger causing inflation.
ll

This

suggests the presence of a "feedback" mechanism from inflation to money creation

that any successful theory of megainflations should be able to account for.

2.2 - Empirical Evidence: Institutions and Structure of Information

Equally important for the purpose of this paper are several features of the

9An excellent presentation of these credibility issues can be found in Calvo and
vegh (1995). See also Calvo (1986), Dornbusch (1991), Guidotti and Vegh (1992),
and Kiguel and Liviatan (1992b).

10See Easterly, Mauro, and Schmidt-Hebbel (1992) and Phylaktis and Taylor (1993)
for the cases of Brazil and Peru, Melnick (1990) for the case of Argentina, and
Edwards for the cases of Chile and Zaire. Section 5 will provide, however, a note
of caution on how to interpret those results and why they seem to contradict
Eckstein and Leiderman (1992) and Zarazaga (1994), who found no conclusive
evidence in favor of the Laffer curve hypothesis.

llFor the case of Peru, see Pizarro Rios (1993). For some of the other countries,
this pattern is suggested by the results reported in Table 8 of Dornbusch et
al. (1990).
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institutions and the budgetary process that are common to the economies that have

ff d 'fl' 12su ere megam atlOns:

i) A ramshackle tax-structure and a poorly functioning tax-collection

system.

il) The inability to market government debt in significant volume. This has

the implication that the government cannot smooth transitory disturbances to its

cash-flow deficit, but must monetize them as they come.
13

iii) No systematic and comprehensive budget process to allocate planned

expenditures and to control the actual ones. Instead, the government budget is

constantly revised without parliamentary iegitimization, or validated only ex-post

by a mere "rubber-stamping" process, amid the pressures of various political

groups attempting to capture a iarger share of the de facto appropriations.

iv) Both a consequence and a cause of iii, the public sector accounting

system is very fuzzy. The data are poor, unreliable, or simply nonexistent. More

often than not it is impossible to determine how government appropriations have

been apportioned between the federal and local governments and among and within

different government services, agencies, and publicly owned industries.
14

This last piece of evidence, which will piay a crucial roie in our

imperfect monitoring assumption, is forcefully and aptly summarized by the

following description of the situation of the Bolivian fiscal data at the time of

that country's megainflation in 1985:

Surprisingly, it is difficult even four years in retrospect, to
uncover precisely the causes for this jump in money creation...The
problem with naiiing down a culprit lies with the disarray of
Bolivian fiscal data during this period. The foiiowing kind of
problems inhibit a clear assessment of the fiscal
situation... (Jeffrey Sachs, "The Bolivian Hyperinflation and
Stabilization," Working Paper 2073, National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1986).

A more detailed documentation and discussion of the evidence just summarized in

this Section can be found in Appendix A of Zarazaga (1993). In any case, what is

12Part of this summary has been borrowed from Leijonhufvud (1991).

13In fact, in most lImegainflationaryll economies the megainflations occurred when
the public debt was already in arrears and the government was therefore unable to
borrow.

14As explained in Appendix A of Zarazaga (1993), or in more detail in BlEijer and
Cheasty (1993), the probiem goes beyond the already serious one of lack of formal
statistics, because typically these economies have large public sectors that make
it more difficult to detect accounting "schemes l1 that hide transfers or subsidies
in accounts in which they cannot be easily identified as such, least quantified.
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important about this evidence is that it reveals that the economies that have

experienced "chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations" have shared monetary and fiscal

institutions, as well as a structure of information with respect to the economic

operations of the public sector, that have made it difficult, if not impossible,

to establish with certainty how the private resources appropriated by the

government (through, for example, the inflationary tax) have been apportioned

between different uses, jurisdictions, and constituencies.

3. THE MODEL

3.1.1 - Institutions and Monetary and Fiscal Policies

In this section, we layout an abstract representation of the economies

described in the previous section. We will capture the presence of multiple

policymakers discussed in 2.2.iii with an "islands economy."

There are N islands. Each island has a political agent or administrator with the

political power to create money to finance the provision of an "island-specific"

good enjoyed only by the representative consumer of the island he represents. We

will index the N islands' political agents as policymaker I, policymaker 2, etc.

The rate of expansion of the money supply induced by the policymaker of island i

at period t will be denoted oi , o~ € [0,(0), where i = I, ... ,N. Adding up the o's
N t

1
across islands gives L: 0, the rate of expansion of the money supply applied to

t
1=1

finance "island-specific" goods, which will be referred to as "subsidy induced

rate of expansion" of the money supply (SIRE hereafter). This SIRE will be

endogenously determined as a result of the maximization problem solved by the

islands' political agents to be presented in Section 4.

Although the islands are "separated" with respect to the "island-specific" good,

they share a common currency, and a common market for all the transactions in

private goods and assets. The operation of those markets requires the support of

several political and economic institutions to which we'll refer somewhat

metaphorically as "agencies of the confederation of islands." The expenditures of

those agencies, which will be referred to in what follows as government

consumption and denoted

representative consumer of

does not

island."5

enter into the utility function of the

It will be assumed that the agencies of the confederation finance their

activities entirely with money creation. Furthermore, it will be assumed that the

I5This assumption is not essential. A process {g} such as the one described in
t

footnote 32 could be introduced into the utility function without altering the
qualitative nature of our results.
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rate of expansion of the money supply jointly induced by those agencies in the

process of financing their activities can be represented by the single stochastic

process {I;t} , with distribution function Ft'

~ '" 0.
16

More heuristically, the confederation

density f/l, and support [I;, €J,

agencies behave in the aggregate as

if there were an N+l-th policymaker drawing a rate of growth of the money supply

I;t from a density f/l each period. This will be the other source of expansion of

the money supply in the model and will be referred to as the "government

consumption induced rate of expansion" of the money supply (GCIRE hereafter), to

differentiate it from the SIRE described earlier.

Summarizing, the overall rate of growth of the nominal money supply, II , will be
t

given by:

N

II - L0' + I;
t t t

i=l

111

the exogenously given process {I; }
t

the way to be described in Section

where I; is a realization of
t

be endogenously determined in

For the specification of the model

non-stochastic variables,18 thoughtfully

presented in this paper,

chosen by policymakers I

and

4.
17

the 0' 's will be
t

through N so as

to maximize the welfare of the islands they represent. Therefore, the only source

of randomness in 111 will be the "impartial" N+l-th policymaker,19 who mechanically

expands the money supply each period at the stochastic rate I; drawn from the
t

distribution f. In keeping the parallel with GP, this policymaker will introduce
t

16The distribution must have a lower bound (namely, 0%) because in the model
there are no instruments (such as open market or discount window operations) with
which to contract the money supply. While an upper bound may not seem to emerge as
naturally, without such a restriction it would eventually be possible to find some
{I;t} process capable of reproducing any given inflationary path. The interesting

exercise is that of generating extreme inflation rates out of a model in which the
process {I; } is not allowed to be freely specified. This is somewhat in the spirit

t

of the real business cycle theory, in which the stochastic properties of the Solow
residuals are not freely specified to explain cyclical fluctuations.

17The above formulation implicitly assumes that the Central Bank behaves
passively, that is, that it acts mostly as an automatic teller, issuing as much
fiat money as requested by the different fiscal authorities (namely, the
confederation agencies and the islandsl. This assumption guarantees that our
results do not depend on exogenous restrictions on the degree of independence of
the Central Bank from the islands.

18We will be ruling out, therefore, mixed strategies.

19This policymaker is impartial in the sense that the money he creates goes to
finance government consumption that, unlike spending in some "island-specific l1

good, does not enter into the utility function of the representative consumer of
any particular island.
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a noise in the money supply that, with the structure of information described in

the next subsection, will play the same role as the shock to the demand in GP.

Notice that the stochastic component i; in 11l is analogous to the stochastic
t

process assumed for the whole money supply in Lucas (1972). 20 As in that model,

there is no claim here that this stochastic scheme for financing the confederation
21agencies' spending is "optimal l1 in any sense. Rather, the objective of this paper

is to show how, in the presence of an informational friction, a particular policy

can deliver outcomes (cyclical megainflations in our case) very different from

those conventionai wisdom would have envisioned. 22

3.1.2 - Structure of Information

The critical assumption will be that the economic agents of our model economy
23

can observe the overall rate of growth of the money supply, e, but not which
t

part of that rate of growth has been due to the SIRE and which part to the GCIRE.

This seems to be a natural assumption in iight of the evidence presented in

subsection 2.2.iv.

To be more precise, consider the following identity relating consumption by the

agencies of the confederation and level of provision of "island-specific" goods to

totai seigniorage and rate of growth of the money supply:

gj + g
t t

N

L 111
i=l

e
t

1 + e
t

M
t

-P-
t

[2)

is the number of households in

is the total money supply at

of the symbols are as

M
t

period t, P is the price of the private good, and the rest
t

where G is the total reai resources captured by the government sector (islands'
t

political agents and confederation agencies), 11
1

1
island i, g denotes island i per household real consumption of "island-specific"

t

good i at time t, g is the per capita amount of real resources used up by all the
t

confederation agencies (government consumption),

20The use of money supply shocks such as i; is standard as well in the literature
t

studying the real effects of monetary policies (see, for example, Barro (1977,
1978), Chari, Christiano, and Eichenbaum (1994), Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992),
and Leeper and Gordon (J994)).

21Although see footnote 56, when discussing the calibration of the model.

22This is in the same spirit of Sargent and Wallace (1987) who showed how the
apparently innocuous rule of financing a constant level of government with the
inflationary tax, in combination with rational expectations and a nonlinearity (a
"Laffer" curve for seigniorage), could drive the economy to an tlinefficient"
hyperinflationary trap, in the sense that in SW's model there is a lower inflation
rate that would have produced the same amount of seigniorage in real terms.

23
Here our model departs from the above mentioned study by Lucas.
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defined before. At time t, the representative consumer of island i, i = 1, ... , N;
i i

knows 0 , e . M , P , g, and the distribution of the process {€t}' but not the
t t t t t

particular realization € .
t

More precisely, rewrite 11l as

[3)

apportionedis[3],ofsidehandthe right

not allow him to verify directly how

that

€ will
t

supply,moneyof

i
Although at time t the representative consumer of island i knows e and 0 , the

t t

the "residual llunobservability of

growth

between the GCIRE originated in the confederation agencies and the SIRE originated

in the other islands. That is, the political agent of island i (and the consumers

he represents) cannot perfectly monitor the other islands' political agents'
. 24

actions.

An heuristic interpretation of this assumption is that policymakers 1 through N

(the political agents of the islands) can "mimic" the identity of one or more of

the confederation agencies.
25

That is, the political agent of a particular island

could expand the money supply to finance a higher than agreed (in a sense that

will become clear later) level of provision of his "island-specific" good and

attempt to deceive the political agents of the other islands into believing that

the corresponding expansion was necessary to finance the operation of the agencies

of the confederation.
26

It is now time to discuss the behavior of the representative consumer populating

each island, the welfare of which is precisely what the political agent of each

island will try to maximize.

24Notice that, in contrast with Ruge-Murcia (1995), we do allow agents to observe
Gt' the overall government real expenditures.

25For example, financial institutions could obtain a "hidden" subsidy by
successfully inducing the Central Bank to overvalue assets used as collateral in
discount window operations (this seems to have been a common practice among the
several state-owned banks present in Brazil and Argentina.) Likewise, government
owned utilities could artificially increase the compensation of their workers
beyond labor productivity gains by diverting funds that should have been used for
maintenance or depreciation allowances. The insufficiency of the collateral or
depreciation funds would be very difficult to detect, or even to prove. For more
examples, see the references in footnote 14.

26Notice that this setup implies that in our model, in contrast with Aizenman
(1993), information about the true causes of the expansion of the money supply
observed in any period cannot be credibly revealed with any lag.
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3.1.3 - Preferences

The N islands are populated by infinitely lived households.

The preferences of the representative agent of each island are assumed to be

represented by the utility function:

[4]

where the superscript i denotes the representative household of island i; the

subscript t indexes time period, m represents real

consumption of the private good purchased in the market

real consumption of an "island-specific" good, enjoyed

money balances; c, real
I

by each household; and g ,

only by the members of

island i, not bought in the market but supplied to them directly in the manner

explained below. 27

The function W, characterizing the preferences for the "island-specific" good,

will be assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing and

strictly concave in its argument.

3.1.4 - Endowments
I

Each household j of island i is endowed with y J units of the private good.

Households in a particular island are alike; therefore, the subindex j will be

dropped hereafter. The time path of this endowment will be assumed to be

deterministic across time as well as across households.

For simplicity it is assumed that each island has a constant share AI of the

total endowment at any point in time. Aggregate endowment is normalized to 1.

3.1.5 - Production and Technology

This is an exchange economy, so total output equals total endowments.

The technologies transforming the private goods into government consumption and

"island-specific" goods are linear and deterministic. For simplicity, it will be

assumed that this transformation takes place on a one-to-one basis.

3.2 - Consumer's Problem

Each consumer faces the problem of maximizing [4], with respect to {m I} and
t

{c
i
}, subject to:

27
Money was introduced in the utility function for pragmatic and empirical

reasons. On the one hand, the introduction of money in the utility function along
with the particular functional form used here greatly simplified the computation
of the equilibria of the model. On the other hand, this specification has been
tested and found empirically relevant in econometric estimations of the money
demand in high inflation countries (see Eckstein and Leiderman (1992) and Zarazaga
(1994)). A seemingly different alternative, a Cash-in-Advance (CIA) constraint, is
not only a special case of MUF but also it does not seem to be able to capture
important features of the data (see Hodrick, Kocherlakota, and Lucas (1991)).
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[5]

the level of provision of

P
i 1 t-1

= Yt + mt _1~

each household takes

I i
C + m

t t

Note that in this formulation,

nisland-specific" goods as given.

In soiving this probiem, we assume that households know at t all variables dated

t and earlier that are not private information of other agents. Thus, the agents

observe e at the beginning of the period, before committing to any portfolio or
t

consumption allocation. 28

The corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions for utility maximization

generate the following consumer's decision rules:

M1
P M1

i i t-I t-I t
C = Y

t
+ -p--p- - -p-t

t-I t t

i i
Pc c

1" t
13 IE t t

I
~

+ =i t I Pm c t+1
t t+1

[6]

[7]

Since households are alike, except maybe for a time invariant constant of

proportionality in their endowments, aggregating [7] over households29 allows us to

derive the following first order stochastic difference equation for the price

level:

1" 1
13 IE I I [8)

~ M
d + =

Pt P c C
t+1 t+1 t t

t

where M
d

is the amount of nominal balances demanded in the aggregate and c is
t t

aggregate real consumption.

Substituting in

stochastic price

[8] the money

level sequence

market equilibrium condition

{p}lXl can be characterized
t 0

M
t

by

= M
d

the
t'

the linear

stochastic difference equation:

essential at a conceptual level but makes it possible to
price level and greatly simplifies the computation of the

28
Th

, .. .
IS tlmmg IS not

solve explicitly for the
model.

29This aggregation is possible because, as proved in Proposition I in Appendix A,
the overall rate of growth of the money supply e , which is publicly observed,

t

will be a sutticient statistic for the money suppiy process when the stochastic
process {i;t} satisfies some conditions. That is, private information wiil be

irreievant in computing mathematical expectations.

12



'If 1
1=T~

t

= [ (l - (3L-1 ) ----.<=-1_
t P c

t t

-1
where L is the forward shift operator and [t denotes the mathematical

expectations conditional on the information set at time t.

After substituting [6) aggregated over households in the above expression and

some algebra, this equation has the solution: 30

M
1-'If 1

e
P=

t t [9)-- +
1t Yt 'If 00

h [ ]
+ e

[ L (3h 1 t

t k~' 1 + e
h=O t+k

where IT is the multiplication operator. We will also adopt throughout this paper

the convention that in the above expression ~ [1 +

1
e ]" 1 for h < k.

k=l t+k

It is easy to verify that [9) implicitly defines a demand for real money

balances that in steady state does not deliver a "Laffer curve" for seigniorage.

This is important because the model will systematically generate observations

whose casual inspection will suggest the presence of such a curve.

The optimal choices of {ci}oo, {mi}oo by the representative consumer of island i
tot 0

will be given by equation [9], along with the equations:

Ai [Yt-
e

~t ]
i t

C =t I + e
t t

M
i

M
t Ai t

f' =
P

t t

[10)

[11)

where the first equation was derived from the consumer's budget constraint and the

second one from the money market equilibrium condition, and where Ai is the

fraction of aggregate endowments on island i.

Upon replacing [9) into [10] and [H], it can be verified that consumption and

real money balances of the representative agent of island i will be solely a

function of {e }.31
t

Given that the inflationary tax will be the only source of government revenues

in the model economy, the characterization of the real allocations will be

300nly solutions without speculative bubbles are considered.

31Again, this result obtains from the conditions in Proposition 1.
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completed by the identities:

N St M

L 7)1
t

gt " -p-i + e
i=l t t

1l2)
"I M

1 t t
7). gt - 1 e -p-

I + t t

Notice that the real resources, or seigniorage, captured both by the islands and

determined. Thisthen, is how {al} is
t

choice of oi,s,
t

natural question,

by the confederation agencies, is endogenously determined in the model, depending

on the particular realization S (and, therefore of M /p ). 32
t t t

In interpreting the above equations, it is important to keep in mind that the
1

representative consumer of each island takes g as given: it is his political
t

influences the level of provision of this

"island-specific" good. A

agent who, through the

is the subject of the next subsection.

3.3 - Political Agent's Payoff

The single-period payoff function of the political agent of island i is obtained

by replacing [9) into [WI, [HI, and 1l2) and by replacing the result of these

substitutions in turn into [4). It is easy

derived in this way, denoted by III , wiii
t+l

to verify that the single-period payoff
i i

depend on e ,a , and I ,where
t+l t+l t+l

I I represents all the variabies contained in the information set at t+1, that is33

where

1l3)

32An alternative modeling strategy would be to assume an exogenously given {gt}

and that the technology transforming the endowment into g is subject to shocks
t

unobservable to the islands. Such alternative specification is left for future
research. It is not ciear, however, that such an assumption wiii be a better
representation of reality: real government investment (which would seem ciosely
related to the type of activities that in the abstraction of the model wouid be
performed by the confederation agencies) typically declines during the extreme
inflation periods. In addition, the exogeneity of {g } would preciude the

t

derivation of the ciosed form soiution for the political agents' payoffs function
[13), which in turn would make the analysis of the model with numerical methods
much more burdensome and much less transparent, if at all feasible. In any case,
we conjecture that the qualitative results under this alternative assumption wiii
not differ much from the ones obtained in this paper.

33We refer to the period t+l rather than to the period t single-period payoff for
notational convenience, since due to the timing of decisions, only payoffs from
t+1 will be involved in the political agents' maximization problems discussed
below.
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'"
[t+1 L

h=O

h h [ 1 ]
f3 k~1 1 + e t+l+k

[14]

3.
where the convention indicated in equation [9] applies when h < k.

The objective of each political agent will be to maximize the expected present

value of his payoff function by the appropriate choice of the 01,s. Notice the
t

fundamental tension built into [l3] by comparing it with the representative

agent's utility function from which it

agent has incentives to increase <'5 i
t'

provision of the "island-specific" good

was derived (expression [4]): the political

since this (ceteris paribus) increases the

which, through W, increases utility as

well. But this gain will be at the expense of reducing the provision of private

goods (private consumption and real money balances) to all agents, including those

of its own island. The political agent then faces the non-trivial maximization

problem of expanding 0
1

only up to the point at which the marginal gains in
t

utility from an increased provision of the "island-specific" good outweigh the

losses from reduced consumption and money balances of the members of his own

island. In doing so, the political agent of island does not internalize the

costs (reduced consumption of both private and "island-specific" good and lower

money balances) that the increase in 0 1 imposes on the other islands. The failure
t

to internalize such costs and not time inconsistency (as in Canzoneri (1985)) is

the source of the inefficiency of the equilibria that will be presented below.

4. SOLUTION OF THE MODEL

We limit attention to time-consistent, sequentially rational Nash equilibria,

that is, to self -enforcing equilibria in which decisions are made on a

'db ·db· 35perlO - y-perlO aS1S.

The presence of an endogenous state variable (real money balances) in this paper

considerably complicates the implementation of GP-type trigger strategies. The

problem is that in the imperfect information environment of our model, island i's

private information on 0
1

might be useful in forecasting the future rate of growth
t

of the money supply. In that case, the mathematical expectations in [7] could

potentially differ across islands, invalidating the aggregation procedure through

34Again, the observation in footnote 29 explains the omission of the superscript
i, that is, any reference to private information, in the right hand side of [14].

35This restriction seems only natural in the environments studied in the model,
characterized by the lack of institutions capable of enforcing any commitments
(including the Constitution.) Heuristically, this means that each island will be
represented by a succession of political agents, none of which is bound by any
commitments eventually made by his predecessors.
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which the payoff function 1131 was obtained. 36

We get around the complication above by requiring that the stochastic process

{~t} be uncorrelated with variables that are not publicly observable and by

limiting attention to equilibria in the class of public equilibria, that is, to

equilibria in which each political

his island's past "i,s) in choosing his

agent ignores

actions. 37

his private information (e.g.,

A formal discussion of these ideas, a rigorous mathematical representation and

definition of our equilibrium concept, as well as their implementation with a

dynamic programming approach in the spirit of APS involves some heavy notation and

technical concepts that might prove burdensome for the uninterested reader. For

that reason, we defer presentation of that material to Appendix B. In this section

we focus, instead, in providing a more intuitive characterization and heuristic

interpretation of the equilibria consider in the paper.

To that end, it will be convenient to keep in mind the following assumptions:

1) Timing of decisions: the political agents of all islands and the

confederation agencies make their request for the issuance of new money to the

Central Bank (which formally handles them) simultaneously at the beginning of each
. d 38perw, before the representative consumers make their consumption and portfolio

allocation decisions.

2) Strategy Space: oi e [0, .,) for all t and i = 1, 2, ... , N.
t

3) Distribution of ~: For analytical tractability and computational simplicity,
- t

in this paper {~} is restricted to the class of identically and independently
t

distributed processes. 39

4) Definition: The public history of the rate of the growth of the money supply

up to time t, that is, the finite sequence {8 }t ,will be denoted ht' Denote by
k k=O

36
For a concrete example illustrating these potential difficulties, see the

discussion following Proposition 1 in Appendix A.

371 , d ht IS un er t ose conditions that we derive the result in Proposition 1,
Appendix A, that 8 is a sufficient statistic for the mathematical expectations

t

1141. Intuitively, this result emerges because in our set up the conditions above
make it possible to abstract from distributional issues. In particular, the choice
of ,,~ for all h = 1, 2, ... , Nand t does not affect island's h share ;>.h in total

private consumption and total real money balances.

38The structure of information described in subsection 3.1.2 is not invalidated
by this procedure: recall that the islands' political agents can mimic
confederation agencies, so the Central Bank is still unable to tell whether a
particular request should be classified as GCIRE or as SIRE.

39Note that this is just a subset of the wider class of processes admitted in
Proposition 1.
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L the set of all possible public histories h .
t t

4.1 - Trigger Strategy Equilibria

We will start by discussing sequentially rational trigger strategy stationary

Nash equilibria because the "simpler" myopic stationary Nash equilibria (the

equivalent, in this dynamic setting, of the "single-shot" Nash equilibria of

repeated games) are just a particular case of the latter.

In this paper, the continuation payoffs of the trigger strategy equilibria will

be generated by strategies of the Green-Porter type. Those strategies take a very

simple form: the agents "cooperate" and moderate their demands for inflationary

trigger value 8. After that, they revert to "myopic" behavior after

exceedsfinancing of the "island-specific" good until the realization of e
t

for Q periods,

a

which cooperation is resumed until e > 8 for t- > t + Q and so on. In what
t-

follows we'll refer to these trigger strategy equilibria as QNE.

In general, GP trigger strategies generate a multiplicity of equilibria, since

there are no restrictions (other than 8 > 0 and Q a positive natural number) on

the choice of a pair (8, Q) and each of such pairs could generate a different set

of QNE, an issue addressed later in Section 5.

As explained in detail in Appendix B, the trigger strategies above induce a

stationary partition L of the set of

subsets or "states of nature" as follows:

all possible public histories h into Q+2
t

H if h E H or h E H N ) and e < e
CL CL t t+l

Q

H if h E H or h E H
N

) and e > 8
CH CL t t+l

h E
Q [lS]

t+l

H if h E H
N t CH

1

H if
N

m

h E H
t N

m-l
m = 2, 3, ... , Q

a "state of nature" or subset of E"

political agents to cooperate again

8 is still set at the cooperative
t+1

"pushes" the signal e beyond the
t+1

low

was

state, Le., h
o

"cooperative II

E H .
CL

ilevel (8
t+l

been one of cooperation) and the

theassigned

8
1

is at
t+l

instructs the

where H
r

, r = eL, CH, N
i
, ... , N

Q
• is

The initial history h is arbitrarily
o

The state H is that in which
CL

chosen at t and the history h up to thad
t

realization of the signal e
t+1

next period. The state H is that in which
CH

level,40 but in which a high realization <;
t+l

40Recall that 8 1 was chosen in the previous period, when history H instructed
t+l CL
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trigger threshold e and therefore instructs the players to revert to

"non-cooperative" behavior, or to a punishment phase starting at t+2 and for the

following Q periods.

Notice the incentives to cooperate in the state

above: in that state the political agent of island

H built into the strategies
CL

i will refrain from increasing

Oi above the "cooperative" level, say 0 1 for fear that this will trigger a
t+l c'

punishment phase with higher probability, since

o~+/ o~ ~ pr[ (O~+I+j~iO~ + ~t+l) > e) > pr[ (O~ +j~10~ + ~'+1) > el
Once cooperation is broken, however (that is, once history H is realized), the

CR
transition between states is deterministic for the next Q periods: there is only

one possible successor state to states Hand H , m = I, 2, ... , Q-l, regardless
CR N

m

of a particular island's political agent action at t+l, and this is reflected in

the simpler structure of [lS] for those states.

At this point, it is important to remark a difference between our QNE and those

of GP. The trigger strategy equilibria of GP prescribe just two actions: one for

the cooperative phase and another one for all of the punishment phase. Our QNE

instead will prescribe Q+l actions: a cooperative one (in states Hand H ) and
CL CR

Q different ones (one for each stage) in the punishment phase. The state variable,

as shown rigorously in Appendix B, is responsible for this result. Intuitively,

the reason is that the single period payoff [l3] is not, in contrast with GP, an

invariant function of current actions along the different stages of the punishment

phase: since the conditional expectations in [l3] are not necessarily the same in

those stages, the optimal actions are not the same either.

Summarizing, we conjecture that the optimal N(Q+I) actions, that is, the optimal

0
1

of island's i political agent at each phase of the game, will be given by a
'+1

function of the previous history h or state of nature as follows:•
0

1
if h E H or h E H

C t CL t N
Q

0
1

if h H
[l6]

0
1 E

= N t CH'+l 1

0
1

if h E H m = 2, 3, ,." Q
N t N

m m-l

In Appendix A we show how an equilibrium vector [l6] can be found as a solution

the players to keep cooperating in the next period.
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to a dynamic programming problem in N(Q+ll equations and N(Q+ll unknowns. 41

Notice that the equivalent for this dynamic game of the standard single-shot

Nash equilibrium for static games can be found as a particular case of QNE by

making the transition function 1151 flat, that is, by not distinguishing between

histories of "cooperation" and histories of Ilnon-cooperation. II In that case, the

same 0 i will be chosen period after period, independently of past histories or
t+1

states. We will refer to those equilibria as Myopic Nash Equilibria (MNE

hereafter) and denote by 0' the same repeated action characterizing each of
MNE

those equilibria.

We are now in position of providing a heuristic interpretation of the equilibria

of the model and in particular, of how the QNE can potentially capture the

"chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations" phenomenon that motivated this paper.

4.2 - Interpretation of the Equilibria of the Model

The interpretation of the MNE is rather straightforward, since it is analogous

to the infinite repetition of a one-shot Nash equilibrium in repeated games. In

these equilibria, the islands' political agents simply limit themselves to

myopically maximize next period's expected utility. That is, because they do not

fully internalize the costs of higher inflation (see subsection 3.3), they set

oi at the inefficiently high level 0 period after period. As a result of the
t+ 1 MNE

permanently high expansion of the money supply, these equilibria exhibit,

therefore, permanently high inflation.

The main hypothesis of this paper, however, is captured by the dynamics of

inflation in the QNE. In the QNE, the political agents of the islands cooperate by

setting 0' at the relatively low level 0 i as long as the overall rate of growth
t+l C

of the money supply in the current period, e, has not exceeded the critical
t

threshold 8, that is, as long as history is described by the event H defined in
CL

1151. As a result, inflation remains relatively subdued (although, by the reasons

we discuss later, potentially above the fully cooperative one) during relatively

protracted periods of "chronic inflation." However, the political agents revert

for Q periods to a non-cooperative mode if the history up to t has been one of

cooperation (H ) but e > 8, that is, if the public history H defined in 1151
CL t CH

occurs. During this reversionary phase, each island's political agents expands the

money supply above the cooperative level in an attempt to increase the utility of

his constituents by capturing a larger share of the inflationary tax and using it

to finance a higher level of provision of the "island-specific" good. As a result,

41
There are Q+2 states but

(H and H ) share the same
CH CL

only Q+1. actions
action 0.1,

c
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inflation is higher (eventually, much higher) than during the preceding chronic

inflation (or cooperative) period, which is precisely what suggested our

interpretation that the occasional megainflationary episodes observed in the data

are nothing but a manifestation of the reversionary phase of a QNE.

Note that the reversionary phase can be interpreted as a "spend more" on

"island-specific" goods phase, very much in the same way that Green-Porter price

wars could be described as a "produce more" phase. Despite the higher level of

provision of the "island-specific" good. the representative consumers experience

utility losses during this phase, for the same reasons that the higher level of

production during GP price wars results in lower profits. In the case of GP, the

fall in the price more than offsets the additional revenues from the increased

quantity produced by each firm. In the case of this model, the utility losses

associated with the lower real money balances more than offset the gains in

utility from a higher provision of the island-specific good during the

reversionary phase.

It is important to emphasize that aithough the islands' political agents are

"punished" with a lower payoff during the inflationary war, the interpretation of

the reversionary phase as a punishment for deviations from cooperation would be

inappropriate. Just like the price wars in

do not occur to punish deviations, but to

GP, the inflationary wars in this model
42

prevent them. Therefore, also like the

price wars in GP, the ex-post inefficient megainflations are part of an ex-ante

efficient (relative to the environment) self-enforcing mechanism.

Incidentally, notice that the interpretation of the reversionary phase as a

"spend more" in "island-specific" good phase carries some of the flavor of

conventional theories of hyperinflation, which maintain that such experiences are

simply the result of attempting to finance excessive fiscai deficits. At the same

time, however, the model challenges this "conventional wisdom" because the model

can potentially deliver QNE in which the lowest fiscal deficits (in real terms)

42For the reader unfamiliar with GP, the subtle mechanism behind the equilibria
described above is analogous to the one at work routinely in basebalL Whenever a
pitcher throws a "bean" ball, the batter is awarded a run to first base. We can
presume that this penalty deters pitchers from throwing "bean balls" on purpose.
But it is not easy to control a ball launched at 90 miles per hour, so pitchers
will occasionally hit batters anyway just by accident. But suppressing the penalty
on that ground would create perverse incentives for pitchers to throw bean balls
on purpose. Analogously, not implementing the punishment in our model on the
grounds that e occasionally exceeds il because of an unusually high E; and not

t t t

because some political agent deviated from cooperation (I.e. 0; > oil would ignore
t c

that it is precisely the effective implementation of the punishment what keeps the
political agents from deviating.
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are contemporaneous with the highest inflation rates, an outcome that seems to be

more in line with the observations that led some researchers to dismiss more

conventional explanations of extreme inflations and to entertain instead "Laffer

curve" explanations of these phenomena. Section 5 will offer a possible

explanation for this paradox.

5. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

This section is devoted to characterize numerically the equilibria of the

model. 43

The main objective of the computational experiments below is to describe the

dynamic path of the variables of interest and identify those features of the

equilibria of the model that seem to be consistent with our interpretation of the

stylized facts presented in Section 2.

Although the main motivation of the computational experiments was a qualitative

analysis of the model, we were also interested in a preliminary assessment of the

potential empirical relevance of the model. To that end, and to the extent

possible, the parameters in the simulations have been pinned down, in the spirit

of the calibration tradition, to values suggested by information and estimates

contained in other available independent studies.

The quantitative results turned out to be encouraging, but given the limitations

encountered in the implementation of the calibration, we regard those results more

as a useful guide for future research than as a conclusive confirmation of the

hypothesis explored in this paper.

5.1 - Calibration of the parameters of the model

The calibration approach to parameter value selection imposed some quantitative

discipline in the computational experiments by reducing the number of free

parameters.

Some of our assumptions, however, limited the actual economies that could be

used for that purpose. In particular, the assumption that {~} is l.l.d. limited
t

those exercises to economies whose money supply growth process {e} could be
t

characterized as empirically close to an l.l.d process. Brazil was found to meet

this requirement and therefore the parameter values were calibrated to the extent

possible to the economy of Brazil. 44 Unfortunately, Brazil is precisely one of the

43The difficulties that usually preclude the derivation of analytical results are
present in this model: the objective functions of the policymakers (the islands'
political agents in this case) do not inherit the concavity properties of the
utility function of the respective representative consumer; there are endogenous
state variables; and the strategy space is not bounded.

44We reached this conclusion from a series of simple univariate autoregressions
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1

countries for which the inflation data seem to have been more severeiy tainted by

the presence of frequent and somewhat effective price controls during the sampie

period. This will iimit to some extent the ability to compare the inflation rates

of the actual and simulated economies.

5.1.1 Parameters of the Utility Function

Several empirical studies were useful in pinning down the parameter values of

the utility function [41.

Using stock returns, Reinhart and Vegh (1994) found that the quarterly

subjective discount factor for Brazil iies most likely in the range 0.984-0.993,

which corresponds to a monthly discount factor between 0.996 and 0.998. For the

simulations {3 was set to the average of these two values, that is, {3 = 0.997.

We were unable to find empirical studies estabiishing the value of parameter '1

in [41 for the particular case of Brazil. 45 As a rough guide, we used the parameter

values for Argentina in the study by this author mentioned in footnote 27. The

estimates for the logarithmic specification in that study suggested that '1 is in

the range of .029 to to .036. The parameter '1 was set to the average of those two

values, that is, '1 = 0.032.

For the utility from the "island-specific" good the following generic functional

form was adopted:

_ [gti + x)l-P _
W(gt' ) = I: ..I._---.:.._~L---

I-p

where '1 > 0, I: > 0, P > 0, X ~ 0.
46

The specification above impiies that the intertemporal elasticity of

substitution (rES) for the "island-specific" good is not necessarily equal to I,

the IES for private consumption and real money balances implied by the logarithmic

specification adopted for those arguments of the utility function [41. The reason

for this asymmetry is that, uniike the case for real money balances and private

consumption, neither tractability nor empirical considerations dictated the

on seasonally adjusted rates of growth of different nominal monetary aggregates.
For details on the sample used, see footnote 54.

45The representation of preferences for real money balances and private
consumption with a logarithmic function was already justified in subsection 3.1.3.

46The motivation for the. introduction of the parameter X was to not exogenously
force strictly positive a" s for all parameterizations of the model. In the

t

absence of X, a1 could never be 0 because in that case gi = 0 and the marginal
t t

utiiity from the "island-specific" good would be infinitely negative, an outcome
incompatible with utiiity maximization by the islands' poiitical agents.
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assumption of an rES equal to one for the "island-specific" good.

One problem for the calibration exercise, however, is that quantitative studies

pinning down the value of p will be impossible if our assumption about the

structure of information is empirically relevant: in that case the necessary

information on ili (or equivalently, gil will not be available. Lacking other
t t

relevant evidence, we exploited the fact that gi would definitely be classified as
t

a non-tradable good in the study by Ostry and Reinhart (1992), who estimated the

rES in a model of consumption with tradable and non-tradable goods. The range for

the rES in that study was found to be 0.37-0.43 for Latin American countries. This

suggested a range of 2.3 to 2.7 for p (the reciprocal of the rES). Consistent with

our previous criteria, p was set to the average of those two values, that

is, p = 2.5.

The total absence of studies providing direct or indirect evidence on the range

of plausible values for the parameters X and c:; made the task of underpinning them

particularly difficult. One possible way to restrict the value of those parameters

is to assume that the economy being calibrated would be able to reproduce the

inflation rates observed in low inflation countries, such as the OECD countries or

United States, if it operated under the same conditions prevailing in those

economies, that is, under perfect information and under no financing of government

consumption with money creation (that is, with i; = 0).

Under these conditions trigger strategies can support efficient outcomes47 and it

is therefore possible to interpret the inflation rates observed in those economies

as the solution outcome of

political agents of the islands

a joint utility
- 48

when i; = o.

maximization problem solved by the

49
We set X = 0.02, c:; = 0.000255 and N = 2 because for these parameters values the

47For the reasons given in subsection 5.2, full cooperation cannot typically be
enforced in our imperfect information environment unless ~ = O.

48This procedure its open to the criticism that in this way the parameter vaiues
X and c:; are not really set independently, but are functions of the other
parameters of the model. Notice, however, that the calibration of X and c:; with
this approach will still be independent of the punishment phase parameters ii and Q
and of the parameterization of {i; } for high inflation economies.

t

49Lacking any definite evidence about N, the decision to set N = 2 was arbitrary
and made on· the grounds that this is the minimum number of islands or political
agents for which it makes sense to interpret observed inflation rates as outcomes
of some "seigniorage game. II In any case, this number also seems to adequately
capture the institutional feature that in several of the high inflation countries
under study typically two organizations, one representing trade unions and another
one representing business associations, channel the demands and political
pressures of various interest groups. The political clout of these two
organizations is apparent in the fact governments of those countries have rarely
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joint utility maximization problem specified above is solved

This full cooperation (Fe) solution implies a steady-state

b 0
1

Y FC

monthly

= 0
2

= 0.013.
50

FC

inflation rate

of 0.0267. or, equivalently, an annual rate of about 3.127., which is approximately

the average annual inflation rate in the period 1960-90 for West Germany. In other

words, under the conditions and parameter values above the calibrated economy

would be able to generate inflation rates in the same range as a country whose

reputation for fighting inflation and not financing its fiscal deficits with money

creation would not be subject to much dispute.

5.1.2 Parameterization of the punishment phase

Since in principle there is a continuum of QNE (one or more for each pair (ii,

Q), we need to narrow the number of empirically relevant ones by calibrating the

probability of reversion and the length of the punishment phase.

Figures 1 and 2 suggest that Argentina and Peru each experienced, roughly, 2
51megainflations in the lapse of 96 months. Given the i. i. d. assumption, this

frequency suggests a probability of reversion of 27., or equivalently, a threshold

~ = 0.1355 for the value beyond which realization of i;t will trigger an

"inflationary war. 11
52

For the calibration of the punishment phase, we took into account the model's

prediction that e should be above average during that phase. A casual inspection
t

of the data over the sample period (see footnote 54) shows Ml growing above

average from September 1990 to May 1991. Identifying the first of these months

with the state H suggests Q = 8.
CH

to consider the family of

calibrate

The assumption that i;
t

beta distributions, denoted

5.1.3 - Parameterization of the Ll.d. process {i; }=--.:..c=-==-=-.:..::.:.=::::.:c.:..::,---=-=--.:..c='---=-'-==-=----"-=--=-=-==---"':"'t_

E [0, ~) leads almost naturally
53

B(al, (2). Accordingly, it is necessary to

implemented "income policies" without having previously reached tlprices and wages
pacts" with just those two organizations.

50We chose the symmetric solution because later on we'll focus our attention on
symmetric QNE. For the same token, we set l) = 1 for all i.

I

possesses the attractive
can be hump-shaped or
etc. )

51We preferred not to consider the number of megainflations that occurred in
Brazil in a similar period because of the potential distortions in reported
inflation mentioned in subsection 5.1.

52Given the assumptions on the distribution function, ~ can be inferred by

solving the equation _Pr [i;t > ~) = 0.02. This in turn determines, through Ill, the

observable threshold e implicit in any QNE.

53This family is defined in the interval [O,ll and
feature of its versatility (a beta density function
V-shaped, symmetric or skewed to the right or to the left,
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the "shape" parameters <Xl and <X2 and, given that we do not require t; = 1,also .the

"scale ll parameter ~.

[1]

the

and

this

empirical

identity

the

as

Fortunately,

observable e
t

merely shifts

of I';t.

because,

were computed from this

54 Th 1 .moments. e resu tlng

ai,S, which
c
assumed that

is complicated by the unobservabilityThe calibration

difficulty can be overcome for the shape parameters

suggests, the "shape" of the unobservable I'; is inherited by the
t

can, therefore, be determined independently of the

distribution by the factor L 0 i . Therefore, we
c

counterpart of {e } in Brazil was the monthly rate of growth of nominal M1 between
t

July 1985 and December 1992. The parameters <Xl and <X2

empirical distribution by applying the simple method of

values were <Xl = 1.703240909 and <X2 = 3.253909252.

The assumption I'; = 0

the "scale" parameter

might be used as the identifying assumption in calibrating
- 55
1';. Unfortunately, the presence of some negative

realizations for e in the sample data suggests that in reality ~ is likely less
t

than zero and lies, therefore, in a region of the parameter space the model cannot

accommodate for the reasons given in footnote 16. Setting t; = e - e seems

therefore empirically inadvisable in this context, because it would result in an

unrealistically large scale parameter t;. To eliminate this bias, t; was calibrated

instead to a value such that the average monthly rate of growth of the money

supply during the cooperation periods of the simulated model matches its

counterpart in the data, the average monthly M1 growth during the chronic

inflation periods identified in the previous section.

Again, the procedure above is open to the criticism that in calibration

exercises the parameters should not be calibrated to the phenomenon being studied.

But the megainflations are an essential part of the phenomenon studied in this

paper and t; is not being calibrated to match that aspect of the data. In other

words, none of the parameters has been chosen (with premeditated malice) to

distribution but from
ivalues of 0; , r = 1,
N

r

54The data were seasonally adjusted with dummies for the months of January and
December to take into account the seasonal effects of the Christmas Holidays and
the beginning of the peak-tourist season. The period September 1990 - May 1991 was
also excluded because if it corresponds to the "punishment phase" as conjectured
in 5.1.2, then the e's during this period are not drawn from the same

t

one that shifts according to the changes in the equilibrium
2, ... , Q during that phase. Also excluded from the sample

were three observations that appeared to be outliers: March and December 1986 and
April 1987.

55 - -
From [11, I'; - ~ = e - ~. Without an identifying assumption on ~ (such as ~ =

0), ~ and l; cannot be uniquely determined.
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reproduce the observed megainflationary episodes, a fact that should be born in

mind when evaluating the ability of the model to replicate them.

We found that with all the other parameter values set as above, i; = 0.174625332

generates the average inflation rate of 15% a month observed in Brazil during the

chronic inflation periods in the sample (see footnote 54).

Summarizing, we calibrated the l.l.d process {€} as a beta distribution
t

B(1.703240909, 3.253909252) defined in the interval [0, 0.1746253321.
56

5.2 - Numerical Characterization of the Equilibria of the Model

Table 1 reports the solution vector [l6] for the symmetric QNE (QSNE hereafter)

corresponding to the parameterization of the previous section. The table presents

as well the expected value (conditional on the stage of the game) of the main

variables of interest corresponding to those equilibria along with their empirical

counterparts as identified in the previous section for the case of Brazil.

It is important to mention that the actual inflation rate displayed in Table 1

(and plotted in Figure 3) corresponds to the monthly depreciation of the exchange

rate in the black market instead of to the rate of increase in any of the

available price indexes (such the Consumer Price Index used in Figure 1.) This

criterion was adopted because the black market exchange rate is more likely to be

a better proxy of the true inflationary process than price indexes contaminated,

as already mentioned in subsection 5.1, by the several forms of price controls

that prevailed in Brazil during the sample period used for the calibration.

The main quantitative and qualitative features of the model, as suggested by

Table 1, (the respective solution vector is reported in Table 2 are as follows:

Il The numerical simulation of the calibrated economy Is consistent with the

interpretation of "chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations ll offered in subsection

4.2. The computed QSNE display relatively protracted "cooperative phases" during

which inflation rates fluctuate around an average rate of 15% a month, suddenly

interrupted by megainflationary explosions during which inflation rates jump, on

average, to 162% a month. For purposes of comparison, a typical realization of the

inflation rate in the calibrated QSNE has been plotted along with the actual

inflation rates (measured as indicated above) in Figure 3.

The simulated inflation rates are in line with the empirical evidence reported

56This distribution implies an average GCIRE of 6% a month. This implies that the
GCIRE explains 6 percentage points of the average the inflation rate at each
stage. Although this induced monthly inflation may seem excessively high, it is
still within the range of inflation rates that some authors have found to be
"optimal" in a different context (see, for example, Braun (1994)).
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discrepancies with the actual

along the punishment stages)5"

in 2.1.1.
57

The average monthly inflation of 15% during the cooperative phase,

matches the one corresponding to the chronic inflation periods in Brazil, but this

of course is a trivial consequence of our calibration procedure. What is really

interesting is that the extreme inflation rates (162% a month, on average) of the

simulated QSNE are close to those observed in Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, and Zaire.

However, such extreme inflation rates are twice higher than those observed in

Brazil, the actual economy used for the calibration. By this extreme inflation

criteria, the model economy therefore overshoots. But it performs extraordinarily

well by the alternative measure of the average monthly inflation rate during the

reversionary phase: between the state H and state H that average is 43% for the
CH N

s
simulated QSNE and 41% for the actual economy. The fact that the simulated

inflation rates are on target for the average inflation rate during the

reversionary phase suggests that the model is empirically plausible and that its

data (overshooting in stage H and undershooting
CH

can potentially be corrected in future versions with

a different timing of decisions and/or structure of trigger strategies. 59

It is important to emphasize once more that the source of the extreme inflation

rates delivered by the model is the conflict between different islands (e.g

interest groups) and not the tension between the optimal and the time inconsistent

plan exploited by Canzoneri (1985). This qualitative difference impinges

quantitatively in the model as welL The highest inflation rate in Canzoneri

corresponds to the time consistent myopic equilibrium. That solution would

57Some of the authors mentioned in footnote 6 would dispute this characterization
on the grounds that the megainflations appear to have been preceded by a period of
progressively accelerating inflation rates when inflation is measured by official
price indexes. However, this pattern is much less apparent when inflation is
measured by proxies (such as the black market exchange rate) less likely to have
been contaminated by the effects of the several forms of price controls
implemented in several occasions in the economies under study. (The potential
importance of these distortions for the case of Brazil is suggested by the
different pattern of the inflation rates when the two alternative measures of
inflation in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are used). In any case, whether a true feature
of the data or an artifact of price controls, the alleged pattern of rising
inflation preceding the megainflationary spikes can potentially be accommodated in
future versions of our model by adding to the 1. 1. d. process (I;} a component

t

correlated with past publicly observed variables, such as past inflation rates or
rates of growth of the money supply.

5"These discrepancies must be judged with caution, however, because the inflation
rate has not been measured directly but through a proxy.

59Alternative trigger strategies are the "two-tail" trigger strategies proposed
by APS, in which one threshold triggers the punishment and another one the return
to cooperation.
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correspond to our MNE with N = 1, which, for the other parameters as before, gives

il = 0.064 and, therefore, a monthly inflation rate of about 12.4% a month, well
MNE

below the inflation rates of our model economy during the reversionary phase.

There are two other features of the simulated QSNE that are relevant for the

discussion that follows in 2) and 3) below on the ability of the model to account

for the empirical regularities reported in 2.l.iii and 2.l.iv.

One is that the sizable jump of the inflation rate in the "credibility

breakdown" period (the state H ) is explained mostly by a sharp decline in the
CH

demand for real money balances (a 53% fall in Table 1) rather than by the

comparatively negligible average increase of the money supply in that state (just

8 percentages points above the average 8 in the cooperative or chronic inflation
t

phase, according to Table 1).

The other relevant feature is that, somewhat unexpectedly, in the simulated QSNE

of Table 1 real money balances start recovering from the low levels attalned at

the state H well before the reversionary phase is over. The dynamics of
CH

inflation and real money balances just described is intuitively appealing: it

suggests that confidence is "lost" in the H state and then progressively
CH

restored as the punishment approaches its end.
6o

2) The two features mentioned in the last paragraph play a critical role in the

ability of the model to explain several puzzles often mentioned in the high

inflation literature, such as why megainflationary episodes are often attributed

to "crises of confidence II phenomena when, in our interpretation. only fundamentals

are involved, why a brief IIrestoration of confidence" seems to have accompanied

the early stages of stabilization programs that typically have followed those

megainflations, and why a "lack of credibility" in such programs seems to have

appeared later on.

In some interpretations, the

-fulfilling" prophecies or, more

megainflations have been the outcome

. I" " 'l'b' 61 Th'rIgorous y, sunspot equl 1 ria. IS

of "self

view has

frequently been based on the observation that the megainflationary outbursts were

not preceded, in general, by expansions of the money supply substantially above

the rate that had been observed in previous periods in which the inflation rate

had not jumped so dramatically. Absent a change in "fundamentals" strong enough to

60Notice that the autocorrelation exhibited by real money balances and inflation
during this reversionary mode is endogenously induced by the model out of an i.i.d
{i; } process. The model prediction of a different autocorrelation pattern in the

t

chronic inflation (none in our model) and in the megainflationary period could be
of interest for future empirical studies.

61For a typical exposition of that interpretation, see Azariadis (1993, p. 454).
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warrant such an "out of proportion" inflationary reaction. the conclusion of

"expectationally driven" megainflations seems almost unavoidable. Furthermore.

these interpretations argue that it was only after the inflationary outburst that

the money supply started to grow considerably faster, and so it was inflation that

caused money creation and not the other way around. The evidence on a distinct

Granger causality pattern from inflation to money creation reported in Subsection

2.1 gives further support to this interpretation. These same interpretations,

however, have usually failed to explain the symmetric "restoration of confidence"

that has reportedly been observed after the megainflations, when real money

balances recover in a way that cannot be explained by the current inflation rate,

as if driven by the expectations of an imminent period of stabilization.

The model presented here captures endogenously and within the same theoretical

framework both the "crisis of confidence" and "restoration of confidence" periods

without the need for relying on unexplained extrinsic beliefs: only fundamentals

are involved. As explained in 1) above, at the "credibility breakdown" state H
CH

the inflation rate jumps substantiaily even if the contemporaneous rate of growth

of the money supply is only slightly higher than usuai. The inflationary outburst

is "expectationally driven" indeed, but not due to unexplained extrinsic beliefs,

as in the "sunspot ll equilibria models, but to "fundamentals": even if only

slightly above previous realizations of the rate of growth of the money supply

that were inconsequentiai in the past, the informational content of the signal

changes dramatically once it has exceeded the trigger threshold e. Thus, the model

unravels the "slight cause!! that escaped our notice and triggered the dramatic

chain of events that we could not fail to see, to borrow from Poincare's quotation

at the beginning of the paper.

As is apparent from Table 1, the high rates of growth of the money supply of the

reversionary phase do not prevent real money balances from recovering steadily

along this phase because expectations of future

resumption of "cooperation" gets closer and

inflation gradually decline as the
62closer. Once "cooperation" is

reestablished, however, the probability of a megainflation in the immediately

following period is no longer zero, and inflation expectations get "stuck" at the

"chronic inflation" level. Alternatively, the "restoration of confidence" stalls

in what could appear as a sudden "lack of credibility" in the ability of the

government to permanently reduce the inflation rate below that "chronic inflation"

62Flood and Garber (1980) and Drazen and Helpman (1990) have been able to deliver
a similar result by exogenously introducing an expected switch to a lower
inflation regime at a more or less arbitrary stage of the hyperinflationary
period. In this paper, the rationale for the regime switch is entirely endogenous.
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level. Our interpretation, therefore, accounts for the evidence summarized in

2.l.iii.

3) The simulations confirm that the model can generate observations that, with a

naive reading, could be interpreted as suggesting a Laffer curve for seigniorage

even if such "Laffer curve" is not generated by the demand for real money balances

in the usual sense, as discussed in Subsection 3.2. This feature of the model is

consistent with the evidence provided in Subsection 2.1.iv.

Figure 4 plots the inflation rates for the typical realization of the simulated

QSNE represented in Figure 3 against the real seigniorage corresponding to that

realization. A cursory interpretation of this plot could indeed suggest the

presence of a Laffer curve. This Laffer-curve effect, however, as indicated in

subsection 4.2, is an illusion created by the "shift" of the demand for money at

different stages of the game, rather than a genuine outcome generated by movements

along a static I1hump shaped" seigniorage function. 63

An heuristic insight of this Laffer-curve paradox can be gained with the aid of

Figure 5, in which a generic seigniorage function (and the underlying demand

function for real money balances) for each state of the game is labeled with the

corresponding expectations.

As Figure 5 suggests, it's not only the fall in real money balances in state H
CH

described in 1l above what accounts for this Laffer-curve illusion: according to

Table 1 the dynamics of the QSNE induces a negative correlation between inflation

and seigniorage in the immediately following stages of the punishment phase.

Notice that total seigniorage is, on average, higher during the punishment phase

than during the cooperative phase, validating our interpretation in subsection 4.2

of that phase as a "spend more" on Itisland-specific" goods phase.

4) The simulated QSNE replicates the dynamic pattern of acceleration of the

inflation rates preceding accelerations in the rate of growth of the money supply

observed in the data (see Table 1.) This feature of the model may account for the

Granger causality pattern from inflation to money creation reported in 2.1.iv. 64

5) The great variability of the inflation rates between the "cooperative phase"

63
Note also that in the light of SW's model the plot in Figure 4 could

misleadingly suggest that observed high inflations are the outcome of an
inflationary path converging to the "slippery" side of the Laffer curve, when such
interpretation is unwarranted in the context of our model. The empirical evidence
reported in footnote 10 should perhaps be re-examined in light of this insight.

640f course, this is a result that many rational expectations model with
anticipated switches of regime will be able to deliver, but it is interesting that
it arises in the context of a self-enforcing mechanism the was not designed to
explain this aspect of the data.
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(or "chronic inflation" period) and the "punishment phase" can account for the

positive correlation between average inflation and variability of inflation in the

cross-country studies mentioned in the introduction. Foster's (1978) remark that

this relationship could be a spurious one attributed to inter-country differences

Bin economic and governmental structure" is particularly relevant, because the

model suggests not only that that is indeed the case but it also identifies the

source of the institutional differences eventually responsible for the reported

correlation.

6) As the results reported above are based on simulating a particular

equilibrium, a natural question is whether they hold for the other QSNE as well.

For the reasons given in footnote 43, an answer to this question is limited by the

ability to characterize the model only with numerical methods. Several other

numerical experiments were carried out with that purpose. Limitations of space

prevents us from presenting here more than a brief summary of the relevant

findings. The reader is referred to Zarazaga (1993, Appendix B) for more details.

All the computed QSNE in the experiments shared the qualitative properties

described above. At the quantitative level, in general the average

megainflationary spike increased and the average chronic inflation decreased

monotonically with Q (the length of the punishment phase.)

For some parameterizations it was not possible to find any equilibrium. However,

when we found MSNE, we also found QSNE for any length of Q. The opposite is not

true: there were parameterizations for which we could find QSNE but not MSNE. For

the latter cases it was not possible, therefore, to compute QSNE with irreversible

punishment (that is, with Q = 00). Interesting enough, one such parameterization

was the one corresponding to the simulated QSNE for the calibrated economy

reported in Table I. In other words, the alternation of chronic inflation periods

with occasional

equilibria of the

megainflations seems to be a necessary
65

calibrated economy. An implication of

feature of

this result

aU

is

the

that,

unlike the result in Porter (1983) would suggest, the optimal QSNE for the

calibrated economy could not prescribe a permanent reversion to a MSNE. 66

65These cases caution against the use of "bounded rationalitylt arguments favoring
the selection of the "simpler" MSNE over the QSNE: application of this selection
criteria to those cases would have the unappealing consequence of eliminating the
only equilibria that exist.

66The results above are unfamiliar by conventional repeated game standards: the
non-existence of single-shot Nash equilibria (the analogue of the MSNE of our
dynamic setting) would have prevented the existence of GP trigger strategy
equilibria (the analogue of our QSNE). The presence of a state variable, real
money balances, alters that result by transforming our game in a dynamic, rather
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Some parameterizations produced QSNE with extremely low probability of

reversion. A typical realization of such equilibria will display a long chronic

inflation period, uninterrupted by megainflationary reversions that remain

virtually dormant in the equilibrium path. The implications of this result is that

the model can eventually be used to study economies seemingly characterized only

by "chronic inflation," with the interpretation that such economies are in reality

"chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations" economies in which megainflations have not
67

occurred yet.

To close this point, it is important to remark that for those parameterizations

for which we were able to compute equilibria, we found just one MSNE, as well as

just one QSNE for each pair (Ei, Q). That the continuum of QSNE can eventually be

indexed by the pair (Ei, Q) is of little consolation, since there still remains the

issue of which of those equilibria will be selected and how the political agents

and the atomistic consumers they represent come to coordinate in a particular one.

Rather than providing a lengthy list of refinement equilibrium concepts that could

be applied to our model, we limit ourselves to point out that the problem of

multiplicity of equilibria is not peculiar to our game theoretic approach but one

that bedevils almost all the models in the high inflation literature, including

those with a rational expectations competitive equilibrium approach such as SW.

7) Finally, several numerical experiments not reported here suggest, as

anticipated in the introduction, that the more moderate average inflation rate of

the chronic inflation periods is still inefficiently high in aLL QSNE. In other

words, it seems that no QSNE can support, during the cooperative phase, an average

such that
increasing
temporary

Intuitively, the dynamics of the modei is
inflation in the future increase the benefits of
to a low inflation stage prescribed by QSNE with

than repeated one.
e~pectations of high,
o today. The return

t

reversions moderates inflation expectations and keeps them "anchored" to a region
in which QSNE exist. Equilibria that do not prescribe a switch to a low inflation
stage in the future remove that anchor, s,?nding the economy to a divergent path of
ever rising inflation expectations and o"s, thus explaining our fallure to find

t

MSNE and permanent reversion QSNE.

67This interpretation is valid only to the extent that those economies share with
the ones that actually experienced megainflations the institutional and
informational arrangements captured in this model and critical to its results, as
described in subsection 2.2. Since that seems to be the case (see Zarazaga, 1993,
Appendix A) for several East European countries and independent and autonomous
republics that were part of the now disintegrated Soviet Union (such as Lithuania,
Russia, and Ukraine), the model can be potentially usefui to study the recent
inflationary experience of those countries. Although admittedly this
interpretation might stretch too much the implications of the model, it is
consistent with the phenomenon known as "the peso problem" (see Lizondo (1983),
Obstfeld (1986), and Hodrick (1987, pp.24 and 155).
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inflation rate as low as the fully cooperative (efficient) one that it is possible

to obtain under perfect monitoring.

The conjecture above, is based on the inefficiency results established by Porter

(1983) and Radner, Myerson, and Maskin (1986), who showed that trigger strategies

could not enforce

imperfect monitoring

perfect
68

games.

cooperation (fully efficient outcomes) in their

Although our game is dynamic and not merely repeated

as theirs, it shares with those models the feature critical for their results: the

our modell depends on the sum of the actions of

our modell, and therefore deviations by different

distribution of the signal (e
t

in

the individual players (I ,,1 in
t

1

players are undistinguishable from one another. Unfortunately, a rigorous

analytical verification of this conjecture is problematic in this model for the

reasons given in footnote 43.

6. CONCLUSION

The last two decades have witnessed inflationary phenomena with a very peculiar

feature: extraordinarily intense and recurrent short-lived inflation rates (1007. 

4007. a month) have alternated in a number of countries with relatively protracted

periods of more moderate - although still quite high by international standards 

inflation rates (57. - 307. a month).

We have argued that available theories cannot explain these "chronic inflation"

and "megainflationary" periods except by appealing to mutually inconsistent

behavioral hypotheses. We have proposed therefore an alternative game-theoretic

interpretation, in which several policymakers with conflicting objectives

"compete" for seigniorage in conditions of imperfect monitoring.

We have shown how in the trigger strategy equilibria of the model (the only ones

that exist in some circumstances) the chronic inflation and the extreme inflation

periods emerge endogenously as different stages of an altogether anomalous

"chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations" process, in which the megainflations play

the same role as the price wars in related models of the industrial organization

literature. Thus, our interpretation makes it possible to answer simultaneously

and within the same general equilibrium, rational expectations theoretical

framework two questions that have intrigued economists and statesmen alike and

that have inspired a considerable volume of research: why do megainflations occur,

even though every consumer's welfare is lower during these episodes? And why do

the inflation rates during the "chronic inflation" periods exhibit a troublesome,

stubborn inertia that prevents them from falling to more efficient levels?

68Canzoneri (1985)
monitoring because in

can support fully efficient outcomes despite imperfect
his model {3 = 1 and the result above holds only for {3 < 1.
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the genesis

inflationary

Our model is in the same "Sorcerer's Apprentice" spirit of Sargent and Wallace,

in the sense that the attempt to finance government consumption with just a

"little" bit of inflation unleashes hidden inflationary forces far more intense

and disruptive than perhaps intended. 69 But while their results are driven by the

particular mechanics induced by a non-linearity, ours are driven by pathological

monetary and budgetary institutions that prevent the monitoring of the different

policymakers determining fiscal and monetary policies.

Because the model highlights the role of institutional features in

of "chronic-inflation-cum-megainflations, II it can explain why these

processes are observed in some economies and not in others, even if the

multiplicity of policymakers with conflicting objectives is a problem that

eventually pervades all economies.

We have explored the dynamics of the model by numerical simulation and shown

how, even in its most crude and simple version, it can generate "roller coaster"

inflation rates that are quantitatively within the range observed in some actual

economies. We have also shown that it can reproduce some other reported

regularities as well, such as the positive correlation between the level of

inflation and its variability found in several cross-country studies, the sharp

fall in real money balances preceding substantial increases of the money supply

that might suggest "crisis of confidence" interpretations of the megainflationary

episodes, and the systematic declines in revenues from the inflationary tax

(seigniorage) at extreme inflation rates that could suggest the presence of a

ItLaffer curve II for seigniorage, even if there isn't one in our model.

We have argued that the last finding is particularly interesting because

although our interpretation is within the "conventional wisdom" view that high

inflations ultimately reflect high fiscal deficits, it generates observations that

seemingly challenge that view and might misleadingly suggest "Laffer curve"

interpretations of extreme inflation episodes instead.

In light of the proposed connection between institutions and the dynamics of

inflation, the model makes it possible to advance some conjectures on the fate and

credibility of past or future stabilization plans in "chronic-inflation-cum

megainflations" economies. In particular, the model suggests that institutional

reforms enhancing the ability to monitor the public sector are essential for the

credibility and success of stabilization plans trying to bring down the inflation

rate to international standards in high inflation economies.

69See footnote 22 and discussion preceding it.
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FIGURE 1
Inflation Rate for Argentina, 1985:1 -1992:10

(as measured by the Consumer Price Index for Buenos Aires)
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Inflation Rate for Peru, 1985:02 - 1992:12
(as measured by the Consumer Price Index)
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FIGURE 2
Inflation Rate for Brazil, HI~7:1-1992:12

(as measured by the Indice Gral. do Precos - Disp_ Interna)
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FIGURE 3

Inflation in Actual and Simulated Economies

Black Market Exchange Rate,
End of Month
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TABLE 1(11

SIMULATION RESULTS

SIMULATED ECONOMy2)
ACTUAL(3)

ECONOMY

Stage inflation money M/P seigniorage inflation money
(7. per growth (7. CDP) (7. CDP) (7. per growth
month) (7. per month) (7. per

month) (4) month)
(5)

H 14.74(5) 14.72 22.90 2.92 15.64 14.82
CL

H 162.37(5) 23.39 10.77 2.04 33.6 36.42
CH

H 46.46 62.62 11.96 4.60 70.5 36.18
N

1

H 35.41 51.59 13.39 4.55 33.8 40.93
N

2
H 30.51 44.35 14.81 4.54 62.4 69.81

N
3

H 26.80 39.11 16.25 4.56 61.5 35.86
N

4

H 23.85 35.07 17.72 4.59 59.5 91.87
N

5

H 21.43 31.84 19.24 4.64 27.2 194.07
N

6

H 19.40 29.18 20.82 4.69 0.0 35.55
N

7

H 17.65 26.94 22.47 4.75 22.1 36.02
N

8

NOTES:
(I) The complete solution vector ".(H) is reported in Table 2.
(2) Figures correspond to expected values conditional on the stage of the

game except when indicated.
(3) Figures for H correspond to the average of the period July 1985 -

CL

December 1992, excluding the megainflationary period September 1990 
May 1991. Figures for stages H through H correspond, respectively, to

N N
1 8

the 8 actual monthly observations from the latter period.
(4) Correspond to variations of the exchange rate in the black market at the

end of each month.
(5) Correspond to average inflation rates when the preceding state was H

CL
'

Inflation rates are slightly lower when the preceding state was H
N

•

8



TABLE 2

CALIBRATED TRIGGER STRATEGY SYMMETRIC NASH EQUILIBRIA (QSNE)

PARAMETER VALUES AND SOLUTION VECTOR

Parameters of the utility function

f3 = 0.997
, = 0.032
P = 2.5
X = 0.02
<; = 0.000255
N = 2
1)1 = 1, i = 1, 2.

Parameters of the punishment phase

Probability of reversion: 2% ...
Q = 8

~ = 0.1355

Parameters of the distribution function

l;t - B(1.703240909. 3.253909252)

~ = 0.174625332

Solution Vector

".(H ) = 0
1 = 0.043537581392946021752

CL C

".(H ) = 0
1

= 0.13518590355101711697
cH N

t

".(H ) = Il~ = 0.12614208964207129782
Nt 2

= III = 0.11795696227646480791
N

3

= 0
1 = 0.11049560242620476425
N

4

".(H ) = III = 0.10365340057764844961
N N

4 5

".(H ) = III = 0.097347753265064493333
N N

5 6

".(H ) = III = 0.091512377086965621120
N N

6 7

".(H ) = III = 0.086093315601445785656
N N

7 8



FIGURE 4

Seigniorage and Inflation in the Model Economy

Seigniorage as a % of GNP
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APPENDIX A

LA - Definitions and Notation

usedbewillthatdefinitionsand

agents and representative consumer of

set
the

This section introduces the notation
throughout this Appendix and the next

Let i = 1, 2, ... , N index the political
island 1.

i
Let S ;; [0,00) denote the

island 1. In particular, Si is
of actions avaiiable to the political ag"nt of
set that specifies the space on which 0', the

t

rate of expansion of the money supply induced by island's i political agent, may

lie. As stated in the text, it will be assumed that 0 i E [0, 00).'
t

D f · h f (' oN-IoN).e me t e vector 0 period t actions by 0 t " 0t"'" t ' t

Let the total rate of growth of the money supply up to time t be denoted by h t '

[l';,support

{l';} and 0, the
t ] t

o~+ .~ '. Let the

. ,0'; I' ) with
t t-l

constantwithprocess

that is h
t

- {8 , ,8
2
, ... ,8

t
}.

Let {l'; t} be an i. i. d. stochastic

distribution function F(.), and density
text, for each t, the vector of choices

8
t

support

function f(.)2 As suggested by [I] in the
o and the unobservable process l'; induce

t t
a probability measure on 8 . The political agent and representative consumer of

t

isiand i will eventually parameterize such a measure (if it exists, see footnote 1
of this Appendix) by public histories and their privately observed histories up to

time t, that is, by Ii _ (hi, h), where Ii is the information set of the
t t t t .

representative consumer of island i at period t and h' his privately observed
t

h · . hi {i i i} + d h h' hIstory at t, that IS, " 0 O
2
,,,,, 0 . Let (l ;; IR enote t e set on w lC

t l' t t

will take on values at each t. Given the assumptions on

of the signal 8 t at each t will be [L 0 ~+ S, L
corresponding probability distribution of 8 be denoted by '" (

t t

d
. 3

enslty f} .
t

Strategies will be defined below as functions mapping publicly observed
histories into actions. That formal definition will require, therefore, that we
map each possible history of the overall rate of growth of the money supply, that
is, each h , into a set L of public histories or pUblicly observed states with

t t

typical element H . That is, the set L will represent a partition of all possible
t t

histories h , so that each possible history h will be fully characterized by one
t t

'Notice that the strategy space is not compact, and therefore, the existence of
equilibria will not be guaranteed with this formulation of the model, as already
explained in subsection 5.2.

2That is, we specialize the distribution function in subsection 3.1.1 to be time
invariant.

3Note that in this formulation distribution of the signal does not have the
constant support. assumed in APS.
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each

moneythe

mapping the

course,Of

functions r
t

realization of

histories.or

current

states

of transition

and theH
t

observed

a sequence

state

publicly

observed

currentinto

publicly

4only one element of ~ .
t

A strategy will generate

previous

and

supply e
t

strategy may generate a different transition function. Since we will be dealing
only with stationary (i. e.. time-independent) strategies. the time subindexes will
become a nuisance and r will define a recursive Markovian succession between
states in an ergodic set ~. that is, H E ~ and

r ~XQ ----»~
t

[l.BI

every t"r.
1where cr =

2 N
D"t"'" (J"t) for

1 N
(0" , ... ,0' ),

'" IH will denote the
t

observed history H .
t

definitions of the strategiesdropped from the above

Let '"

in each period t = 1, 2, . . . , can be represented as
observed outcomes H ,H E ~ , that is. if for each

t t t
by the (Lebesgue) measurable function ",I : ~ ------> SI.

tt,
(0'1' O'z····,CT't· cr

t
+

1
.···) where cr

t
= (crt'

Then a public strategy profile '" can be written '" =

(
1 1 1 . )

'" (H ), '" (H l, .... '" (H ), ",' (H)..... i = 1, 2..... N.
1 0 2 1 t t-l t+l t

Given a history H and a strategy profile "', the expression
t

strategy profile induced by '" after the t-period publicly

In the equilibria that will be discussed below. the transition probability
5

function between states will then be induced by that of et' that is. by !/J.

An island political agents will have a pure public strategy if his actions <5
1
t+l

a function of only. publicly
t"l, the strategy",' is given

t

The time subindexes will be
when the latter are stationary.

ILA - Proposition 1

Let <:: be a random variable that is a function of an independent andt+l
identically distributed stochastic process and, possibly. of past publicly
observed variables. Assume that the islands' political agents have strategies that
can be represented in terms of pure public stationary strategies as defined above.
Then the publicly observed history up to t+1 is a sufficient statistic for the
conditional expectations of the rate of growth of the money supply from time t+2
on.

Heuristically. the proposition says that deviations (from some agreed pattern of
play) eventually known only to the deviant will not matter per se, but through

their effect on publicly observed signals. which implies that [[et+2111 ] =

[[et+2Ih ]. The payoff [l3) in the text therefore will be well defined. t+l
t+ 1

H , indicating that
NC

t has been one of

labels H and
c

supply up to

4The elements of L can be, for example, the
t

the history of the growth rates of the money
cooperation or non-cooperation, respectively.

5The transition probability function turns out to be the same
because. as shown below, the probability distribution !/J does not
private history h'.

t

f or all agents
depend on any
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Proof:

By definition

lE[et+2Ih ,(5'] ,[ ~:t;, ' 1

1\+l+J
,,' ]- '"t+l t+l + t+I' t+l

·,[ f ,,[.;, 1 ]" .']1 + ~t+k+1 + I (5' t+t' t+l

h=O t+k+l

where the convention adopted in equation [9] in the text holds when h < k.
Since the (5's from t+2 on are taken as given, that is, chosen according to the

strategy vector .,. that depends only on public histories, and since by assumption
!; is a function only of previously publicly observed histories and some

t+k+ 1

Ll.d. process /1, along a time consistent equilibrium path the above expression
should be equal to:

1

1 + "(h " ) +
~ t+k'I'""t+k+l t+k

i

[l.A]

(5i will show
t+l

therefore, that

k " 1, since by assumption, {/1 }
t

+ I (5' (h J, this implies
t+2 t+l

in forecasting the realization

to that used for

h
t+l

+ 1, helps to predict future e 's and,
t

This implies lE[e
t
+
21(,] '"{ et+k+1}OO .

k=l

is,

Since
is

argument entirely analogous
•t < t

predict /1 ,
t+k+l

Since e = 1 + !;(h ,/1 J
t+2 t+l t+2

provide any useful information

that

does not

in

Note that (5' does not help to
t+l

contained

according to !lS] in the paper the transition between
governed by e and h alone, this in turn implies

t+2 t+l

in predicting h either. But then, given that /1 is
t+2· t+3

(5 i (51 does not have any predictive power in forecasting
t+l' t+l

e ,and thus, h . Applying this argument recursively shows that (5 i does not
t+3 t+3 t+l

provide any information about the process {e }OO in addition to that already
t+k+l

k=l

is a sufficient statistic for the conditional

expectations [l.A]. An

that no previous (5 i.,
t

that

is an Li.d. process.
(51

t+l
of the signal at t+2.
histories h and h

t+ 1 t+2
1

that (5 is not helpful
t+l

uncorrelated with

hi does not help to predict
t+l

IE [et
+
2Ihi h]t+l' t+l

Remarks

Note that the c + + satisfies the
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conditions of the above Proposition, but not I; = c + p I; + 11. Note also that
t 2 t-l t

if {I; } is strictly exogenous, p in the first case should be set equal to 0. We
t 1

have considered the general case, however, because {I;t} will be a function of 8 t

(and maybe other publicly observable variables) in a model where {g} is an
t

that at a
0), but

c
[(r) the

case, suppose
(oc' 0e'·'"

denoting with

hold for the second
specified 0 =

t+l

+ A. Then,political agent

exogenous process.
To see why the Proposition

particular date, t+1, the
would not
strategy,

actually set 0 = 0
t+ 1 C

forecast by the representative consumer of island r and assuming for simplicity
that [(11) = 0, the island i representative consumer's forecast of I; at time t+l

(after 8 is realized) will be given by [(1) [I; 18 ,0'] = t+~ + P (8 -
t+l [ t+2 t+l t+1 ... 2 t+l

No - Lil, while for j;<i, [(j) I; 18 ,0 J ] = c + P (8 - No ). This implies
c t+2 t+l t+! 2 t+l C

that the island's i representative consumer will infer the true I; while the
t+l

consumers of the other islands will not, and therefore that forecasts of I; (and
t+2

of 8 ) based on private information will differ between agents. That is, 0'
t +2 t+l

will contain useful
forecasting 8 in

t+l

in that case the

information to the representative consumers of
addition to that already revealed in h ,which

t+l

publicly observed history h would not be
t+l

island i in
implies that

a sufficient

statistic for the money supply from t+Z on.

APPENDIX B

DEFINITION AND COMPUTATION OF THE EQUILIBRIA OF THE MODEL

This Appendix presents the more technical material involved in the formal
definition of our equilibrium concept and in the computation of the equilibria of
the model.
II.B - COMPUTATION OF THE EQUILIBRIA: A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPROACH

ILl.B Some Preliminaries

messy consequences of
is a sufficient statistic

that the
when h

t

In this section, we develop a dynamic programming approach that will be useful
for defining and computing the equilibria of our model.

As stated in the text, only stationary (that is, time-independent, although not
necessarily history-independent) pure public strategies will be considered. Within
this class, we'll study only time-consistent, sequentially rational, Nash
equilibria.

Sequential rationality requires proving that a given strategy is a Nash
equilibrium for any history, including histories following eventual deviations
from prescribed actions. We already explained in Section 4 of the text and in the
example in the remarks following the proof of Proposition 1 in Appendix A how the
usual difficulties for finding such equilibria in repeated games in the presence
of private information are further complicated in our model by the fact that
expectations about future actions appear directly as an argument in the
single-period payoff, a feature typically absent in repeated games (such as GP
and APS) without endogenous state variables.

We also indicated in section 4 of the text
private information can be avoided in our model
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for the computation of mathematicai expectations, a result that turns out to hold
under the assumptions of Proposition 1 in Appendix A. In what follows we make use
of that result to formalize our equilibrium concept.

In that case, inspection of the single-period payoff [13] in the text hints that
the optimal action, that is, the optimal 0 I chosen by island's i political agent

t+l
at the beginning of t+l, can. be represented by a function (or correspondence) of
the publicly observed history alone. 6

To verify this conjectur~, let H be the publicly observed state at t, and assume
that there is a function V': L ------7 R+ that gives the expected value of the game
to island's i political agent i for every possible state H E L. Taking into
account [1.B], this means that the continuation value of the game when history H',

H' E L, succeeds H will be given by Vi [r(H' 8t+l(0~+I' 0~~1' ~t+l))) where,

following the standard notation, 0- 1 denotes actions of islands' political agents
t+l

other than i at t+1. In the spirit of APS, we will impose the restriction that
this continuation value must belong to the set of equilibrium payoffs as well, in
the sense that it should be equal to the discounted present value of the game if
it were started at the successor of state H and the islands' political agents
decisions were sequentially optimal for that and all possible subsequent
histories.

Thus, the solution to island's i political agent's decision problem at t+l, any
t "=0, will be given by the solution to the following functional equation:

Vi(H) = max
0

1

t +1

f [[ IT [01
,8 (0

1 .",-lcHl),[[et+2Ir (H'8 (0
1 ,,,,_lcHJ)))] +1 t+1 t+l t+l t+l t+l t+l

H [3.B]

agents have made their

of all islands have made

(known at the beginning of t+l)will depend on the past history

where H denotes a generic element of L, and where the single-period payoff [.13] in
the text has been rewritten exploiting the fact that, by Proposition 1, I '

t+l
I

(h ,h ) can be replaced by h ,the fact that h belongs to some H E L,
t+l t+l t+l t+l

and the fact that, by [1.B], H = r(H ,8 ).
t+l t t+l

In interpreting [3.B] recall that, according to [1.B] and the timing of
decisions explained in section 4 of the text, the particular realization of H

t+l
and on theH

t

realization of 8 that will emerge after the political
t+1

0 1 and before the representative consumers
t+l

decisions on

6More explicitly, when all other agents (including the political agents that
will represent island i from t+Z onwards) use pure public strategies and when the
representative consumers of all islands form their expectations accordingly, that
is, based only on publicly available information.
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their consumption and portfolio allocations. Note that the dependence of e on
t+l

actionthe

not been explicitly indicated for ease of notation but that the

of the former on oi has been made explicit to make clear that the
t+l

has two consequences: it affects not only the

10; has
t+l

dependence

choice of

single-period payoff at t+l but also potentially the transition between states
and, therefore, the continuation value of the game. Notice that in solving problem
[3.B], the political agent takes as given the strategies of all other political
agents (including his successors in representing island i) as well as the

conditional expectations [[EJt+2 1H'). We will replace the latter with the notation

eEJt+2 (r(H, e l) when wanting to emphasize that these expectations are taken
t+l

parametrically, although, of course, the value of these two expressions should be
equal in equilibrium.

Notice that past actions 0 do not appear anywhere in the t+l single-period
t

payoff,7 the first term of the right-hand .side of [3.B]. Thus, if the function Vi
were known," we could define a function (1" (or a correspondence, if the solution to

[3.B] were not unique), (l'i: I: ~ Si as follows: for each H, H e I:, assign i5 i ,
t+l

the value that attains the maximum in [3.B], to (1'1 (H). Thus (l'i will completely
describe the solution to the decision problem of the political agent of island i
for any history H, without reference to any private information. Only publicly
observed outcomes will be involved, as conjectured.

In the following section we discuss how use the basic structure provided by
[3.B] to find time-consistent sequentially rational Nash equilibria with GP
trigger strategies.

II.2.B - Definition of the Equilibrium Concept

II.2.l.B - Trigger Strategy Equilibria

These equilibria induce "cooperation" by rewarding the political agents when the
realized history indicates that it is highly probable they have been cooperating
and by punishing them otherwise. This can be accomplished by making the
continuation payoffs dependent on past history and, therefore, on the actions of
the political agents, since, as suggested by [11 in the text, these actions
condition the realization of e governing the transition (through [l.B]J from

t

"cooperative" outcomes to "noncooperative" outcomes.
In this paper, such continuation payoffs are generated with the GP trigger

strategy described in subsection 4.1 of the text. Under the assumption in the text
that {lO;t} is Ll.d., those strategies will generate a transition function r
formally defined by replacing "h E" in the left hand side of expression US]

t+l
in the text with 'T(H, eJ =".

We conjecture that the continuation values corresponding to the transition
function thus defined will take the following form:

7See footnote 13 of this Appendix.

"See footnote 1 of Appendix A.
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r(H. e ) = H (or NN )
t+l CL

Q

Vi if
C

Vi (r(H,e J) = Vi if
t+l N

I

Vi if
N

m

r(H. e ) = H
t+l CH

r(H, e ) = H
Nt+l

m-I

m= 2, 3, ... , Q

[4.BI

With these specifications. each island's political agent faces a stationary
Q+l-stage Markov dynamic programming and problem [3.BI for (3 E (0,1) can be
characterized by the following Q+l functional equations:

For H = H ,
CL

1[i [i (' -I ) e t+2 ( ) ] ]max [IT il .e il .rJ' (H ) • e r(H.e J H +
t+l t+l t+l t+l CL CL t+l CL

il i
t+l

For H = H (taking into account that r(H ,e ) H
N

).
CH CH Hi

1

H ] + (3V
I

)CH N
2

[6.BI

Similarly. for the Q-l states H m = 1, 2, .... Q-l
N

m

HN ]+ (3V~ )
m m+2

[7.BI

with Vi replaced by V i when m = Q - 1
N C

m+2

Finally, when H = H
N

, the political agents return to cooperate at t+l, so the
Q

problem is exactly equivalent to that when H = H
CL.

Notice that. as anticipated in subsection 4.1 of the text. there is no reason to
suppose that the conditional expectations appearing inside the single-period
payoffs of problems [S.BI through [7.BI will be equal across all the Q stages of
the punishment phase. Therefore. the il 's may differ across the different stages

t+l

of the punishment phase, in contrast with GP. in which they are necessarily
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equal.
9

These considerations make it only natural to conjecture the solution !l61
proposed in the text which can now be more formally represented as:

Oi if H H or H = H
C CL N

".i(H) 0
1

Q

= if H = H [8.BI
N CH

1

oi if H = H m = 2, 3, ... , Q
N N

m m-l

We are now in a
strategies. Without

. 10
symmetrIc case.
Definition

position to define more formally the equilibria under trigger
loss of generality, we will limit the analysis to the

A stationary strategy vector cr is a time-consistent, sequentiaiiy rational,
symmetric Nash equilibrium in fixed length punishment pure public trigger
strategies (QSNE hereafter) if it satisfies all the conditions below:

I) cr i
(H) = cr J (H)

2) Expectations are
for all i, j;j..i; and for all H E L

rational, Le.:

for all H' E L[[et
+

2 [cr lH')] = eet
+

2
(H')

3) The strategy profile [8.BI solves the maximization problems [S.B), [6.BI,
and [7.BI.

4) The continuation values in [4.BI satisfy:

v = V(H ) = V(H );
C CL N

Q

v = V(H ).
N CH'

1

= V(H
N
m-l

m = 2, 3 .... , Q. •

representation using the
possible histories h. It

t

across stages of the
some parameter values
do not (see subSection

in 14.BI belong, in APS terminology, to the
payoffs V. In the terminology of Chari and
asserting that the political agents must have

Condition 3 states that subjective expectations must equal mathematical

expectations. We have introduced the notation [[et
+

2 (cr IH' )] to indicate that

those expectations are calculated over the possible paths of the money supply
generated by the strategy profile induced by cr in the subtree following H'.

Condition 4 imposes the restriction that the continuation values after any
history H must belong to the set of equilibrium payoffs. ll Therefore, a critical
issue in computing these equilibria is to find the values in 14.BI that satisfy
this condition, an issue we address in the next section.

Notice that !lSI in the text (or its more elegant
transition function as explained above) encompasses all

9
In fact, that these expectations can be different

punishment phase is what explains our result that for
trigger strategy equilibria can exist even if "myopic II ones
S.2l.

laThe asymmetric case will consist of N versions of the equations [S.BI to [7.BI.
one for each island.

llThat is, the continuation values
self-generating set of equilibrium
Kehoe (1990), this is equivalent to
"sustainable plans. II
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a

path

thatandH
CL

equilibrium

formulation guarantees

H
t

in theoprobabilitypriorhasthate>realization of e
t+l

occurs. '2 Will the strategy profile [S.Bl still be a time-consistent Nash
equilibrium for the remammg of the game? The answer is yes, provided the
deviation does not induce a revision of representative consumers' beliefs about
how the successors of period HI political agents will behave in the future, that
is, provided that the representative consumers still expect the political a?Jents
representing the islands from t+2 on to stick to the strategy profile [s.Bl. In
that case, h will be simply "classified" as H and the game will proceed as

t+l CH
dictated by [S.Bl. In other words, at t+2 the successors of period t+l political
agents will face again problem [6.B] (with the time indexes shifted forward 1
period).'4 Afterwards, the political agents will face, in sequence, problems [7.BI,
[5.BI, [6.BI, and so on. In other words, after the deviation the political agents

should be obvious therefore that our dynamic programming
the sequential rationality of the equilibria defined above.

In any case, for the sake of clarity, assume that

12This can happen in our environment because, unlike in GP, the support of {~} is
For. example, suppose
= 0' + 1;. In that case

C

compayt.
sets 0

1

t+l

that "by !llistake" the political agent of island i
e = I 0' + I; + £; ,which is greater than I 0

1

t + 1 C t+l C
I I

+ 1;, the upper bound for e (see section LA of Appendix A) if all political
t+l

agents had conformed to the strategy .,.(H = 0 1 when H = H . An alternative
CL c t CL

formulation that will make deviations "undetectable" is to assume, as in GP, that
the support of ~ is unbounded, that is, to assume ~ E [0, 00). We did not adopt

t t

this formulation because it was unnecessary in our context and, more importantly I

because it is empirically unattractive: the few parametric distributions defined
in that interval, such as the exponential distribution, are not as versatile as
the beta distribution assumed in the text and are, therefore, more difficult "to
fit" to the data (a related problem is that the sample will not contain
observations corresponding to the very low probability events that typically
characterize the right tail of the density function of such distributions)'

13Notice that the revision of [[e
t

+
2 ("'l w)] is the only channel through which

past 0 ~ 's can affect future single-period payoffs because the intratemporal and

intertemporal separability of the "island-specific" good guarantees that any
effects of past ol,s on the utility from this good at t do not carryover to the

t

future.
14

In our

is, the expectations
after state H

N
1

formulation all that matters is that e > e. The amount by which e
t+l t+l

exceeds e does not affect the continuation payoffs if the representative consumers
don't think it does. This is because, by the reasons given in the previous
footnote, a deviation can impinge "physically" on the next single-period payoff
only through its effects on expectations. If the representative consumers
interpret deviation as accidental and not as induced by strategic considerations,
the unintended error contains no information about the likely future play, and
therefore the representative consumers of all islands will have no reason to set

the conditional expectations eet + 2(H
N

to a value other than [[e
t
+
2 ("'1 H )l that

1 N
1

corresponding to the equilibrium path generated by [S.B]
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will face exactly the same sequence of problems [S.BI to [7.BI for which [S.BI was
a solution, which implies that the strategies [S.BI still define a time consistent
Nash equilibrium for the remaining of the game.

l
A similar argument applies to

deviations at any other phase of the game.
IL2.2.B - "Myopic" Nash equilibria

text, these equilibria do not distinguish
"noncooperation", and is therefore the

As explained in subsection 4.1 of the
between histories of "cooperation" and
single-shot analogue of repeated games.
Definition

A stationary strategy vector (J" is a myopic time-consistent sequentially rationaL
symmetric pure public strategies Nash equilibrium (MSNE hereafter) if it satisfies
all the conditions of the QSNE, with condition 1) replaced by (J"(H) = 0 I ,all H,

MSNE

and condition 4) replaced by VI(H) = Vi ,all H.
MSNE

IL3.B - Numerical Computation of the Equilibria

defined requires then
V

r
' r ;:; C, N

i
, ... ,

constructive algorithm

the equilibrium just
the continuation values

N, that solve the problems [S.BI through [7.BI above. A
Q

for solving this type of problems is discussed in APS. That task is relatively
simple, however, when attention is restricted to GP trigger strategies, because
the "myopic" nature of the problem in the Q stages of the punishment phase readily
suggests that the continuation values V ,m = 1, 2, ... ,Q can be computed from:

N
m

The numerical implementati9n of
finding the strategy vector 0

1
and

r

e [o l .o-i),
t +l+r-m N N

r r

[9.BI

conjecture
expression

is less obvious and can

when m = 1.=H
CH

m ;:; 1, 2, 3, ... ,Q and H
N

m-l

analogous expression for the continuation valueThe

where

v
C

be found by proceeding along the lines of Porter (I9S3), based on the
that in any stationary equilibrium, V = V(H ). Replacing the above

C CL

for VN in [S.BI along with this conjecture yields, after some algebra:
m

V "V(H ) =
C CL

RQ 1 - {3
+ -------=----"----------

{3F(elo~))(l - {3Q) + {3Q(l - {3)

ltO.BI

INotice that this implies that deviations are unprofitable, so it would be
warranted to interpret such deviations if they occurred (they do not in
equilibrium) just as accidents that do not justify, therefore, the revision of the
expectations for the continuation of the game.
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where

EUC (Oi) =
Q C

I f3 Q

1 - f3
EUC(oi)

C

the

oi
C

simply the discounted value of the same single-period utility

FL) is the distribution function defined in Section 4 of

" pr(s (oi, ",-'(H )) '" e ) is a shorthand for F(e -
t+l C CL

EUC is
Q

payoff in the cooperative stage if that payoff were received during Q successive
periods, while RQ is the discounted sum of the Q different single-period payoffs
of the reversionary phase. Thus, the expression for V in !lO.B] above says that

C

the expected discounted payoff of the game as of the cooperative stage H equals
CL

the expected discounted utility of a game in which the reversionary phase is
immediately and indefinitely succeeded by another one (the first term in !lO.Bll,
plus the gains in payoff (appropriately discounted) resulting when cooperation
instead of punishment is in place (the second term in !lO.B]). Note that equation
llO.B] does not have exactly the same form than in Porter (1983) or GP because,
unlike in those models, in this one the values of the single-period payoffs
corresponding to each stage of the punishment phase can be different from one
another.

where the function

paper and F(e Io~)
- L oj).

j:;ti C

Note that
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(twice)
of the

APPENDIX C (*)

This Appendix presents the more technicai material involved in the formulation
and computation of the modeL It is divided into three sections. Section I. C
discusses how the equilibria can be computed with a first order conditions
(Kuhn-Tucker) approach. Section II.C explains the method for computing the
conditional expectations appearing in the delegates' single-period payoffs.
Section III. C gives details on the algorithm and software used in the numerical
implementation of the solution.

I.C - COMPUTATION OF THE EQUILIBRIA WITH A

FIRST ORDER CONDITIONS APPROACH

In this section we indicate how to exploit the continuity and
differentiability of the delegate's payoff to pursue the computation
equilibria with a first order conditions (Kuhn-Tucker) approach. _

If the symmetric strategy (J' defines a QSNE equilibrium, then 0
1

optimizes the
C

expected payoff of the game when H = H and therefore equation !lO.BI of Appendix
CL

8 must satisfy:

RQ 1 - 13
[EUCQ(J'\HcL ») - RQ]Vi(H ) = + =

CL
1 - f3

Q

f3F (ill (J'i(HCL») (1 - f3
Q
) +1 - f3

Q
(l - 13)

RQ 1 - 13
= + [EUCQ(O~) - RQ] >

1 - f3
Q

1 - f3F (ill O~) (1 - f3
Q

) + f3
Q
(l - 13)

RQ 1 - 13
>

+ 11 - f3F(illoi)] (1 - f3
Q
)

[EUCQ(Oi j - RQ] !l.cl
1 - f3

Q
+ f3

Q
(1 - 13)

for all o:i e S, i = 1, 2, ... I

F(ill oi )is a sh~rthand for F(il
N; where all the symbols

i j )- 0 - I (J' (H ).
j:;ti CL

are as in Appendix A and

(*) Corresponds to Appendix C of Zarazaga (1993).
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If ai > 0, the inequality in [LCI implies that
C

BEue

Ba i

c

[2.LC]

where the left hand side is the derivative of the expression foliowing the

thataccountintotakinginequality sign in [LC] , evaluated at ai
=

BF(elai)/Bai"- f(elal
Inequalities such as [LCI should hold in equilibrium at any stage of the game,

and therefore expression [9.BI of Appendix B readily suggests that, for the
process {i; } of the paper, the following Q first order necessary conditions must

t

also be satisfied at the optimal strategy vector 0',

B[i;[rri [ai e (ai a-i) [I; [8t
+

2 (0'1 )]] H ]t t+l N) t+l N tN' H N
m m m N m-l

m

ill = 1, 2, ... , Q

-------------,------------- = ° [2.2.CI
Ba i

N
m

for all ai
E S., i = 1, 2, ... , N.

1

The first order necessary conditions for an interior soiution [2.C] define a
system of Q+1 equations in Q+1 unknowns that, provided such a solution exists, can
be solved in principle numerically. Given the difficulties mentioned in Section 5
of the paper, however, there is no guarantee that all or any of those soiutions
will correspond to a giobal maximum, so the issue of whether a particular one also
solves the dynamic programming problems [5.BI-[7.BI of Appendix B must be explored
by direct evaluation of the payoffs at ali the strategy vectors 0' satisfying
[2.CI.

Before concluding this section, we would like to remark that equation [2.LC] is
typical of repeated games with trigger strategies. In particuiar, it is entirely
analogous to the corresponding expression derived by Porter (1983) and Green and
Porter (1984), except for the fact that the Q singie-period payoffs added into RQ
(see subsection I1.3.B of Appendix B) are different from each other. It has the
standard interpretation that in equilibrium the gains from myopic deviations,
given by the first term in the left hand side, must be exactly offset by the
(appropriately discounted) marginal losses (represented by Eue - RQ) from

Q

triggering reversionary episodes with higher probability (represented by ne Ia~))
given by the second term in the left hand side.
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II.C - COMPUTATION OF EXPECTATIONS

It should be clear from the previous
computation of the equilibria will be
expectations appearing in the single-period
expressions of the form:

section that a critical step in the
the evaluation of the conditional

payoff [l3l of the text, that is, of

H = H]t+1
[3.CI

for all possible
Most of this

assumption for

histories H, H E L.
section is devoted to explaining the steps that, under the LLd.
{E;}, allowed us to obtaln easily computable formulas for these

t

expectations. At the end we will briefly indicate how such formulas were actually
used in evaluating the expected value at t of t+l single-period payoffs (or of
functions of them).

The basic linear structure of the expectations revealed by definition [3.CI and
the Markovian, recursive nature of the game suggests that an analytical expression
for them can be obtained inductively by repeated application of the law of
iterated expectations. That is, using the convention of subsection 3.3 of the
paper when h < k, we can rewrite definition [3.CI as

1
1 + e

t+3

1
1 + e

t+3
1 ~ e h+1] +

t+4

[4.CI

and then apply the law of iterated expectations to each of these components. The
introduction of some notation is necessary before proceeding along these lines.

We start by discussing the computation of [4.CI under trigger strategy
equilibria. Recall from Section 1. A of Appendix A that the distribution of e does

t

not have constant support, but shifts at different stages of the game along any
QSNE equilibrium path. From lll, [l5), [l6l in the text, and the fact that E; E [~,

~], it is easy to verify that that support will be given by:
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[~o~ +~. e] '" Q if H H
CL t+l CL

[e.
N

+ ~]e E L 0
1

'" Q if H ~ H
C CH t+l CH

1

[fo>~
N

~]L oi + - Q if H H h = 1) 2)". 0' Q.
N N t+l N

1 h h h h

where e is the trigger value for the rate of growth of the money supply.
Taking into account identity 1Il in the text and that f(.) is the density

function of the 1. 1. d. process {!; } defined in Section 4 of the paper. denote:
t

I

J
1

f (e -f 0
1

) d!;-
I + eCL t+2 C

t+2 1

Q
CL

J
1

N

I '" f (e -L oj) d!;
CH 1 + e t+2 c

t+2 1

Q
[S.C]CH

I

J
1

f (e -f 0
1

) d!; I + I- -
C 1 + e t+2 c CL CH

t+2 1

Q UQ
CL CH

I

J
1

f (e -f 0
1

) d!; h 1, 2, ... , Q.- =
N 1 + e t+2 i Nhh 1+2

Q
N

h

4



In defining the above integrals, we have taken into account the fact that the
delegates take the actions after t+l as given and determined by the proposed

equilibrium strategy <T.

We now apply the iaw of iterated expectations to each of the terms in the right
hand side of [4.C], starting with the case H = H

CL
For the second term, we

t+1
have:

1"..,- "~] 0 j~l--=~~8-t+-2 f(8t+2- ~ o~) d~
Q U Q

CH CL

- I
C

[6.l.CI

The third term in [4.CI can be written:

IE [ 1
1 1 IH - H ] IE [1

1 IE [ 1
1

h+2] h+1= HCL]
=+ 8 1 + 8 t+l CL + 8 + 8t+2 t+3 t+2 t+3

j

1 IE [ 1
1 IH ] f(~) d~= =1 + 8 + 8 t+2

t+2 t+3

Q UQ
CL CH

j ,

1
IEL

1 IHt +2 H ] f(~) d~= = +
+ 8 + 8 CL

t+2 t+3

Q
CL

J'
1

IEL
1 IHt +2

H ] f(~) d~+ = =+ 8 + 8 CH
t+2 t+3

Q
CH

5



where the last equality follows from the transition between Hand H dictated
t+l t+2

expression is equal

by [lS) in the text. Taking into account that the i.i.d. assumption implies
the conditional expectations under the integral signs are
particular realization of I; within the respective limits

t+2

considering again [IS) in the text and [S.C) above, the last
to

independent of
of integration,

that
the
and

I

J'
1

f(1;) dl; + I

J
1

f(l;) dl; I 1 + I I= =
C + e N 1 + e C CL N CH

t+2 1 t+2 1

n n
CL CH

[6.2.CI

Applying an entirely analogous procedure to the fourth term in [4.C) we get

[[ 1
1 + e

t+2

1
1 + e

t+3

= I (I )2 +
C CL

I
CH

I I
CL N

1

+ I I
CH N

1

[6.3.CI

Inspection of expressions [6.CI suggests that reiterated application of this
procedure to each of the remaining infinite terms in [4.cl will ailow us to
express them as products and sums of the simple integrais in [S.C).

In practice, this method gets unwieldy, and it is better to define a transition
matrix Z and derive the expressions for the conditionai expectations by successive
multiplications of that matrix. That is, define the matrix Z as:
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H H H H H
CL CH N N N

1 2 0

H I I 0 0 0 0
CL CL CH

H 0 0 I 0 0 0
CH N

1

H
0 0 0 I 0 0N

1 N
2

H 0 0 0 0 I 0 0
N N

2 3

H
0 0 0 0 0 0 IN

0-1 N
0

H
I I 0 0 0 0 0N

0 CL CH

Note that the sum of the elements of the first row of Z gives I
c

' which is

precisely 16.1.CI.
Multiplication of Z by itself would show that the sum of the terms in the first

2
row of Z equals I I + I IN' which is precisely the expression found in

CL C CH
1

16.2.CI.
Likewise, the sum of the terms in the first row of Z3 gives I (I )2 + I

C CL CH

each of those terms (except for the first) can be written:

expressions entirely
the right hand side

I I ,which is the expression for [6.3.CI.
N N

1 2

in this fashion infinitely many times will give
those in 16.CI for each of the infinite terms in

I I + I
CL N CH

1

Proceeding
analogous to
of 14.CI.

In general,

0+2

l:
s=l
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where H denotes the history represented by the first row of Z and Z(T) denotes
r rs

the r-th row and s-th column of the matrix ZT. This implies that it is possible to
represent [3.C] as follows:

[[et+2IH = H] _
t+l r

'"

T=O

0+2

L
8=1

Z(T)
rs [7.cl

Expression [7.C] is of no practical use in the form above because it involves
the task of evaluating numerically an infinite number of terms, which of course
could not be accomplished in finite time. However, the recursive, stationary
nature of the problem induces a recursive pattern as well in the terms in the
right hand side of [7.C] that can be exploited to derive a compact, easily
computable formula for that infinite sum. Thus, the only loss of accuracy in
evaluating [7.C] (or [3.C]) will come from approximation errors in the numerical
integration of the simple integrals in [S.C], which can be made arbitrarily small
by the appropriate choice of grid.

For example, after grouping terms in the right hand side of [7.C] according to
their recurrent pattern, and after considerable algebra, the conditional
expectations [3.C] when H = H are given by:

t+l CH

[[et+2IH = H ] =
t+1 CH

1 + (31 +
N

1

(321 1
N N

1 2

+ ....+

where

1 + 1 -lQ
C CR

+ [30 1 1 I I ... I 1 J
CR N N N N N

1 2 3 0-1 0

[8.C]

1Q = (31 +
N

1

+ ....+
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An entirely analogous procedure allows us to derive the conditional expectations
for the remaining histories. An inductive argument will show that those
conditional expectations are Markovian (as ought to be expected given the nature
of the problem) and, whenever H '" H ,are linked by the formula:

CL

[[et+2 IH = r(H, e )] =
t+l t+l

[[et+2IHt+1= H] - 1

(3 lr(H, e )
t+l

[9.C]

where r is the transition function defined in [lS] in the text and Ir(H,

denotes the integral in [S.C] whose subindex corresponds to the history r(H,

e )
t+1

e )t+1
that succeeds history H.

Thus, once [S.C] has been evaluated, that is, once the expectations
corresponding to history H have been evaluated, the conditional expectations for

CH

the remaining histories can be easily computed from [9.C]. For illustration
purposes, we fully spell out the conditional expectations that would obtain
following this procedure for the case Q = 2.

1 + [3 I + (32
N

1

+ [33 1 1
N N

1 2

1 1 +
N N

1 2

[[et+2IH = H ] =
t+l N

1

1+(31 +
N

2

(32 1
N

2

[[et+2IH = H or H ]
t+1 N CL

2

= 1 + (3

Notice that for the case of MSNE, that is, when <r i (H) =

9

il and Q =
MSNE



would have I
CL

= 0 and = I
N

2

= = I , so that [S.CI (and [9.C)l will
N

collapse to

public histories have been
expected value at t of the
needed in [Z.C)). To see

for the case in which H =
t

which is exactly the same expression that could have been derived directly from
[3.C).

Once the conditional expectations for all possible
evaluated, it is rather straightforward to compute the
t+l single-period payoffs (or of its derivatives, as
this, follow the steps indicated in subsection 3.3 and,

H
CL

' write down (13) in the text explicitly as:

In Ai Y + IE
t+1

1 - "3' 1
(1-"3') In -- ~[-:-"-----J

"3' IE et
+

2 lH
t+1

+

+

1 + B
t+1

I - "3'
"3'

1
+ In -------=------,,-

B
t+1

Oi
1+W

t+1
H= H

1 + B Yt+l
1 - "3' 1

B t CL
t+1 t+1

~[et+2IH J+
1"3' + B

t+1
t+1

Taking into account 1151 in the text, this is equal to
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= In Ai y +
t+l

I - '1 1
(1-'1) In -- ~-'----=--J'1 IE st+2l HCL

+

+
1

In ----------=---:----:-----
ai

+ L aJ + i;
t+l C t+l

1 - '1 1 + -=-J"_i__-:- _

-'1- ;fst+2
IHcL

J 1 + ai + L aJ + i;
ll-L t+l r;ti c t+l

+

1 +

ai
t+l Yt+l

+W ----,------=------ -----------=--=---------,-----
ai + L aJ + i; ai + L aJ + i;

t+l C t+l t+l C t+l
J"i 1 - '1 1 J"i+-----,--"----'--------,-----

'1 ;fst+2I HCLJ 1 + ai
+ LaJ

IL.L t+l j:;Ci C
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+
1 - l' 1

(1-1') ln -- ~[ 1+
l' [st+2I H

CH

e - ,,' - L "J
t+l C

j ;f:i

I - l'

l'

1
+ In------------.:.---=-------,-----"I + L "J + i;

t+l C t+l
I + --;J"-*-='__---,- _

~st+21 HCHJ 1 + "I + L "J +!;
t+l C tH

J*I

+

1 +

,,'
+ W __---,-_.::.t.::.+=-1----,,--- y.::.t+-"=---,,--- :- I

,,' + L "J + !; ,,1 + L "J + i;
t+l C t+l t+l C t+l

J*' 1-1' 1 J*'+ --~----=----:----I

l' ~st+2IHCHl 1 + ,,' + L "J + !;
t+l C t+l

j=iti

dF(!;) !lO.CI

but also into the limits of integration because,

Notice that ,,' enters not only into the realized single-period payoff for each
t+1

possible successor history of H
CL

as ought to be expected from !lSI in the text, it affects the transition
probability between histories through its effect on the distribution of e . Of

t+l

course, this dependence was taken into account in the numerical implementation of
the first order conditions [Z.CI.

The expressions for the other possible histories are entirely analogous to
!lO.CI, although of a simpler structure given that they have only one possible
successor history.
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IILC - ALGORITHM

The computation of equilibria was accomplished by solving the system of
nonlinear equations [z.e], with the terms involving expectations of the form [3.C]
evaluated according to the recursive formulas [8oC] and [9.Cl. The relevant second
order conditions were checked for each solution of [ZoC] in order to verify that
such solution constituted indeed a local maximum rather than a saddle point. We
also considered the possibility of corner solutions by checking the relevant
Kuhn-Tucker conditions (all solutions turned out to be interior in the experiments
reported in the text.)

The computations required numerical integration at several stages: in computing
the single integrals [s.e] and in evaluating the expected value of payoffs and
their derivatives in [Zoel. For that purpose, we used the subroutine QAGD of
QUADPACK available in the public domain library NETLIB. The algorithm uses
quadrature methods and is described with detail in "Quadpack, A Subroutine Package
for Automatic Integration," by R. Piessens, E.deDoncker-Kapenga, C. Oberhuber, and
D. Kahaner, Springer-Verlag, 1983.

The subroutine employed in soiving the nonlinear system [zoe] was HYBRD from
MINPACK, prepared for the Argonne National Laboratory by Burton S. Garbow, Kenneth
E. Hillstrom, and Jorge J. More, and availabie in the public domain library
NETLIB. The computational details of the algorithm can be found in "User Guide for
Minpack-l," by More, Garbow, and Hillstrom, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
Iliinois.

The above subroutines were combined in the following algorithm:

Step 1) Set the initial vector 0 to some arbitrary vaiue.
o

Step 2) Evaluate the conditional expectations [3.e] at 0 and replace theseo
values in [z.e].

Step 3) Evaluate the FONC's [z.e] at 0 by performing the corresponding
o

numerical integrations.

Step 4) Approximate numerically the Jacobian of the system [z.e].

Step 5) Using the information from 3) and 4), select a new vector 0 and

restart the process from i) with the new 0 replacing 0 until the
o

following convergence criteria is satisfied:

13



where !J. is the step bound, II . II is the Euclidean norm, and XTOL is the relative
error desired in the approximate solution. That is, termination occurs when the
relative error between two consecutive iterations is at most XTOL.

All the computations were carried out in double preclslOn. XTOL was set to the
standard square root of the machine precision. The step bound is set internally in
the subroutine HYBRD so as to guarantee that the absolute value of the functions
corresponding to the FONC effectively decrease in each iteration. For further
details consult the reference above ("User Guide for MINPACK-l" by More, Garbow,
and Hillstrom).

In order to verify that the solution corresponded to a local maximum in a fairly
wide neighborhood of the solution to the system [Z.Cl, a grid procedure was
followed. The left hand side of the FONC [Z.CI cOl:responding to delegate i for
history H was evaluated in the neighborhood of 0" where 0

1
is the proposed

r r r

optimal action at history H, with the other delegates' actions for that history
r -i

set at the proposed solution. that is, 0 ;;: <r(H) and the conditional
r

expectations of the form [3.Cl evaluated at 0, that is, at the proposed solution
vector for all histories. That is, the left hand sides of the FONe's [Z.CI were
evaluated taking as given the current stage choices of 0 by the other coalitions
and future choices of 0 by all coalitions.

1
In all cases, th~ left hand sides of

each of the equations in [z.cl were decreasing in 0
1

, with 0
1

set at each of the
endpoints of the 10,000 subintervals in which the interval [0, IOE41 was divided.
This verified that the solution satisfied the second order conditions for a local
maximum in that interval as well.

Finally, the robustness of the solutions was checked by restarting the algorithm
from different initial points. In all cases in which convergence was attained, it
was to the same solution. Moreover, only one solution was found for each of the
numerical experiments reported in the text.

lRecail that in time-consistent stationary Nash equilibria the decisions are
made sequentially.
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